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Horacio Cartes Jara - President of the Republic of Paraguay

“Before we were in the heart of the
continent but this heart was not
beating; now we are the beating
heart of South America and I
consider this one of our greatest
achievements.”

Interview between
Leading Edge and
His Excellency

Horacio Cartes
President of the Republic of Paraguay

© Gentileza Presidencia / Horacio Cartes

HORACIO MANUEL
CARTES JARA was born in
1956 in Asunción.
He embarked on a successful
business career forming a
conglomerate with interests
in soft drinks, tobacco, meat
production, football, finance and
aviation.
From 2001 until 2012 he was
president of Club Libertad
football club, and was the
president of the national team
department of the Paraguayan
Football Association during the
qualification for the 2010 FIFA
World Cup.
He joined the centre-right
Colorado Party in 2009, saying
he wanted to counter the swing
to the left in Latin American
politics.

© Gentileza Presidencia / Horacio Cartes

Since you became President in 2013, what do you consider
to be your key achievements in taking Paraguay in a new
direction and implementing your reform agenda?

In 2013 he was elected President
of Paraguay on a ticket to attract
international investment, create
jobs and modernise the country’s
infrastructure and institutions.

© Gentileza Presidencia / Horacio Cartes
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When I began my Presidency we set three main goals for
this term in office. The first aim was to drastically decrease
the poverty levels in Paraguay, the second aim was to
achieve strong economic growth through social inclusion,
and the final aim was the total opening of Paraguay and the
Paraguayan market to the outside world. Today almost two
years later I can say I am happy with the results of the second
and third aim, but there is still work to be done in terms of
reduction of poverty levels.
There have been some notable successes; total poverty has
been decreasing steadily but some regions of Paraguay need
stronger intervention in terms of health, education, roads and
especially drinking water. We have involved the army and we
expect to achieve our Millennium Development Goals by the
end of this year.
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Horacio Cartes Jara - President of the Republic of Paraguay

What interest have you seen in legislation for public-private-partnerships (PPPs) and what further steps are you
taking to ease the way for investors?

“I had the perception that there
was an enormous margin to
take on this position and really
achieve something positive and do
things better than they had been
done before. For this, I decided to
dedicate myself to Paraguay.”

© Gentileza Presidencia / Horacio Cartes

What do you see as Paraguay’s future growth drivers and
key industries as you look to diversify the economy?
Today some 25% of our GDP is agri-business related, while
our services and commercial sectors add up to 50%. Industry
is becoming a force and a contributor with 12% and we are
seeing a steady growth in this area. We are far from the diversification we are striving to achieve but we are on the right
path. I see enormous potential in Paraguay for auto parts
manufacturing, food and agri-business, plastics, electro-intensive industries and clothing. Our exports grew by over
50% in manufactured goods under the ‘maquila' outsourcing
regime in 2014.

© Gentileza Presidencia / Horacio Cartes

With relations fully restored with your neighbours, what
role do you see for Paraguay within South American
affairs?

What do you see as Paraguay’s key advantages when it
comes to attracting investment and business?

Paraguay is the centre of South America. We have made great
progress in positioning ourselves as a needed partner for the
bigger economies. For example, Paraguay is fully integrated
into Brazil’s industrial supply chain through our industries
such as auto parts and machinery, clothing, toys, plastics and
general manufacturing, adding competitiveness to the economy of our major trading partner.
Indeed we are positioning ourselves as an excellent manufacturing platform for the region and the world. We are also
recognised as an efficient and major logistics hub for river
cargo.

© Gentileza Presidencia / Horacio Cartes

You created a new-look government including many
businessmen in your cabinet, what advantages do you see
in this make-up?

What further pivot can we expect towards European and
other markets outside of MERCOSUR in the coming
years?
Europe is a very important trading partner and a major
source of investment. The two most profitable companies
in Paraguay in terms of dividend remittances are European.
Paraguay is committed to bringing MERCOSUR into a Free
Trade Agreement with the European Union and with other
regional blocs. We have a unique opportunity as a peaceful
commercial bloc that produces so many food products, to
become a bread basket for the global economy.
8
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Every day I see huge amounts of interest in the opportunity
for PPPs here in Paraguay. Our main highway attracted over
ten top global infrastructure companies, with seven more
attracted by our river dredging project. Our new airport
terminal will be a similar story, while for our project for commuter trains we have already pre-qualified 15 companies with
global experience.
The most important issue when it comes to protection for
investors is a country’s track record, and Paraguay has an
excellent record over the past 12 years. We are known for stability, credibility, profitability and clear rules of engagement.
Private investment has been growing at a good pace and now
my administration has doubled the volume of public investment in 2012, and we will soon triple it.
We have presented to Congress a law that creates fiscal
incentives and tax freezes for up to 20 years depending on
the size of the investment. It already has the approval of the
lower house and we expect the upper house to follow suit.

We are oriented by achieving results for our people. Governments exist to make people’s lives better, that is our vision.
I have put together a young, energetic and patriotic cabinet
that is focused on their task and without party politics on
the agenda. The needs of the Paraguayan people do not have
political colours.

© Gentileza Presidencia / Horacio Cartes

Paraguay has a wealth of attractions for those who want
to work and invest. We have the lowest energy costs in the
region flowing from our abundant natural resources, we have
seen few labour disputes, and the importance we attribute to
attracting foreign investment and making investors comfortable is evident in our low and competitive tax regime. We are
a serious and straightforward country, however the biggest
attraction we offer is a promising demographic with a young
population that is eager to work. We have passed laws to attract investors and we are beating historical records in terms
of infrastructure development.
You are not a typical politician, so what made you decide
to go into office on the back of such a successful business
career?
God and this nation, my country, have given me everything.
I had the perception that there was an enormous margin to
take on this position and really achieve something positive
and do things better than they had been done before. For this,
I decided to dedicate myself to Paraguay.
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The reform agenda has been and will continue to progress
satisfactorily. Transparency of information is now becoming a
characteristic of our country, and because of this many people
from around the world are discovering that Paraguay is a
nation with important macroeconomic stability. We also have
monetary stability and we are the only country in the region
that has not modified its currency for over 70 years.
But what would give me greater pride is instead of
answering you myself about the favourable economic climate
for investors, is for you to ask them yourselves. Let the foreign
businesses tell you about their experiences and how happy
they are to have decided to come to Paraguay.
As a core objective we are seeing investment increase, but
I believe that visitors and investors getting the word out is
the best tool we have in attracting foreign investment.Before
we were in the heart of the continent but this heart was not
beating; now we are the beating heart of South America and I
consider this one of our greatest achievements.
We are working on the brand and image of Paraguay and
how we project ourselves to the outside world. Foreign investors have a key role in terms of getting that message out and
showing to the world the unique qualities contained in our
territory.
Paraguay is becoming an important producer of food
products for the entire world with great added value. We are
fast becoming a logistics hub in the heart of South America.
A young country with fresh and innovative leaders. A serious
and straightforward country for business.
Paraguay is an excellent platform for profitable businesses.
This nation offers everything for those who want to come,
work, and get the best out of their business, but most important of all is that we are working towards being a country
where economic success reaches all of its citizens.

Perspective
/pəˈspɛktɪv/ noun - true understanding of the relative
importance of things; a sense of proportion
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Paraguay
The beating heart of
South America
© Amadeo Velázquez

PRESIDENT HORACIO CARTES, the Paraguayan business titan-turned-political leader, entered office on 15th August 2013 with 45.8% of the vote and a mandate to reduce poverty, fight inequality and create jobs for the population, who
rank amongst the poorest in South America. Promising to "put the fatherland
first" and to "create opportunities for all", Cartes was both a relative newcomer to
the political arena, having only joined his Colorado Party in 2009, and a daring
tradition breaker, deliberately selecting technocrats and business people to fill
key roles in his administration.
In the drive to make a new Paraguay – a forward-looking nation that has broken with the past – open for business, President Cartes and his administration
liken the country to a small boxer in the ring with a bigger opponent. In this
analogy, Paraguay is the plucky competitor that needs to be agile and efficient
against its bigger, international rivals. It also highlights the fighting spirit of the
nation, ready to take on the challenges that face it and its population as they
strive for further economic growth and improved employment conditions.
Even though the people and their government have the fight, they still require
the equipment to get into the ring – and the Cartes administration has the tools
to help the country expand sustainably. The three key goals for the five years of
Cartes’ presidency are the reduction of absolute poverty to below regional levels,
strong economic growth with a true focus on societal benefits, and the opening
of Paraguay to the wider world. All three goals will holistically intertwine and
expand with each other, creating an ideal situation in which all areas of society
will benefit.
By showing his willingness to break with tradition, and also utilising
cross-party cooperation in the parliament by appointing a liberal to his cabinet,
Cartes highlighted that in a country as fragmented as Paraguay, a modernising
politician can break new ground for progress and unity. As he said in a recent
interview with Leading Edge:

© SENATUR
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“Governments exist to make people’s lives better, that is
our vision. I have put together a young, energetic and
patriotic cabinet that is focused on its task and without
party politics on the agenda. The needs of the Paraguayan
people do not have political colours.”
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A success of the Cartes government over the two years of its
administration has been the drive to truly realise Paraguay’s
potential, and the efforts to inform their regional neighbours
about the real, modern Paraguay, and those of the wider world,
by showing strength through a union of politics and people.
With a landmass greater than that of Germany yet a population less than 1/10th the size, abundant fresh water supplies
from the huge Guarani aquifer, navigable rivers to carry the
produce of the country to regional and worldwide markets,
and an easily-trainable young workforce, Paraguay has the potential to grow exponentially.
With Paraguay re-entering MERCOSUR (the Southern
Common Market) after being expelled due to the Democratic
Clause (activated after the impeachment of former President
Fernando Lugo), the country’s regional relationships appear to
be on the right path once again, strengthening the administration’s ambitions to improve regional logistical infrastructure.
With the steady hand of Cartes and the technocratic administration in place to guide the economy and the wishes of the
people towards prosperity, no wonder the FDI American Cities
of the Future 2015/16 report voted Asunción as the No. 1 cost
effective city for investors throughout the entire Americas. And
it is easy to see why Asunción has claimed this honour for Paraguay. With the simplest taxation system in South America, at a
flat 10% for income, capital gains and profits, and the maquila
import/export system helping to improve the manufacturing
base of the country solidly since its introduction, opportunities
for investors are abound in many industries.
The new Public Private Partnership and investment protection laws are also a boon for any investor looking to increase
capital in a country with exciting economic prospects. These
new vehicles for investors show the faith that Cartes has in
there being a market-led solution to economic expansion, and
a further ringing endorsement of the break with regional tradition of heavy government influence in the economy. Add the
MERCOSUR presidency to the mix, and Cartes and Paraguay
have a huge stage from which to show the region and the wider
world the positives of the country, and its economic plans for
the present and future. The GDP of Paraguay has shown good
signs of solid and non-retractable expansion, with a huge jump
of the per capita measure from $1,479 in 2005 to $8,385 today.
A continuing effort for the government is to ensure that the
growth is spread around the country and to all its population,

and not simply the landed gentry, who have for so long
dominated society. And with Cartes, an independently
wealthy ex-businessman, in charge, hope is that with
his acumen, which saw him amass an empire stretching across different sectors, he can work the same magic with the public economy and in providing hope for
his citizens.
During the May 2015 El País Investing in Paraguay
conference in Madrid, Paraguay’s Minister of Industry
and Trade, Gustavo Leite, talked to the audience about
the prospects that the country has if run correctly, for
the people and by the people, exploiting their strengths
in logistics, agriculture and export products. "We can
talk about fantastic, giant, countries where it is very
difficult to make money. We are not one of them; our
country offers sustainable competitiveness through our
natural resources, especially our energy resources. The
government of President Cartes has methodically reorganised each sector of the economy. For example, Paraguay has
an abundant supply of electricity, which is no small matter, so
we can supply much of the energy need of some of the countries
around us. We are at the heart of a booming Latin America, especially including Brazil's mid-western area, with which we've
integrated well, as we have with Brazilian industry, and we also
have a great rapport with its government. We have a fully open
market economy with more than 6,000 products that can enter Europe duty free. And then there is the country's potential,
because, even though we are the world’s fourth largest soybean
producer, we can still triple our production in that area, which
is important, because it is helping to support the creation of a
middle class in Asia. We have always been the most open economy in the region," said Leite, "We will have a more flexible
MERCOSUR that is hopefully also less politicised."
Part of his programme of reforms has been to reduce, and to
a certain extent, eliminate tax evasion, as has been highlighted
by the recent spate of arrests seen throughout the country, a
small step but one in the right direction.
Another two key foundations of the legislative reforms are
the clamping down on corruption in government, which is
closely linked to the agreement to join, and indeed to take an
active role in the open government initiative, designed to make
what is public truly public. This is a ground-breaking step for
Paraguay, and one that should be highly commended around
the world as a step in the right direction for the country.
The positives coming out of Paraguay extend to the fiscal
aspect of attaining funding for the day-to-day operations of
government. With one of the lowest tax burdens, and therefore
collection rates in the region, Paraguay recently returned to international markets. The most recent bond call, held on Wall
Street, was oversubscribed by four and raised an impressive $1
billion that will help Cartes enact more of his infrastructure
dreams in the form of new buses, improved waterway navigation and an extensive road-building strategy.
Previous bond calls were also highly successful, showing the
financial world has taken note of the business-friendly tax regime, the low debt burden and high foreign currency holdings
of the country, pointing to the continued growth expected under the current administration.
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Paraguay, The beating heart of South America

IN -D E P T H
Horacio Cartes, the Reformer

Horacio Cartes, the Reformer

© REDIEX
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REFORMS ARE KEY for any new governmental administration when it takes power, and the Cartes government arrived
to many areas of the country’s economic and social fabric on
which to improve. Access to well-paying, stable jobs that contribute to the nation’s coffers in the form of tax receipts, improved public transport for non-drivers, infrastructure development to power the nation’s growth, and many other actions
are key to the success, real or perceived, of his presidency.
And the Cartes administration has not rested on its laurels
when it comes to enacting new legislation to get the country
back on the track of double-digit GDP growth.
The three central foundations for this term are the reduction of poverty in absolute terms, strong and sustainable economic growth that benefits the population as a whole, with
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a strong element of social improvement, and finally, opening
Paraguay up to the world, in terms of investment, tourism and
recognition for the work the government and the people are
doing to improve the country. Starting from what is essentially a blank slate, Paraguay needs to work on its international
image, to sell itself as a destination where laws are respected, business is profitable, and the workforce are engaged and
easily trained. As a starting point for this change, Cartes has
passed two vital pieces of legislation – the investment protection law and the public private partnership law (PPP) – both
of which are designed to encourage international investors to
view the country as a place open for business.
The new PPP law establishes a framework for public-private partnership contracts, and also regulates private initiatives. New PPP contracts allotted by the government may extent to include management of infrastructure and associated
services, including road projects, rail, port, airport, waterway
dredging and maintenance of the rivers that surround Paraguay, and even go as far as to include social infrastructure,
electrical equipment and urban development projects.
The main objective of the PPP law is to allow the private
sector to become part of the process of building the nation, as
it so often is in developing economies. This in turn will allow
industry to drive infrastructure-construction projects forward,
many of which are urgently needed by Paraguay due to the
lack of government resources – namely funding. Through this
system private capital is granted for the production of public
goods and services for a fixed period, at which point the infrastructure will fall back into public hands.
The legislation has been much discussed in both houses of
Congress, with some sectors of the Paraguayan legislature and
society perceiving it as "privatisation light", and a policy that
will deliver even more power to the executive branch (i.e. the
office of the President), given that the government has the authority to select the companies without the prior approval of
Congress.
However, through this law, the Paraguayan government
will benefit from the private sector injecting capital into projects, which will ideally increase the liquidity in the Paraguayan banking sector, one of the major issues that has held back
the country over the past few years.
The major significance to the Cartes government is the
spill-over effect of these infrastructure projects, in that they
will create a better quality of life for all Paraguayans, and increase transparency in the investment procedures of the current and future governments.
Couple this with the fact that Paraguay is party to multiple
international agreements and treaties that promote and protect investment, and the country can promote itself as a leading light for business-friendly policies in South America. As
a member of the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency
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Promises to reform the legislative and business
environments were quickly enacted, enabling
Cartes to shore up international support for his
efforts in returning Paraguay to financial markets.

Cancillería del Ecuador / flickr.com

(MIGA), the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)
and the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment
Disputes (ICSID), capital is as safe in the country as it is in
many Western or well-developed markets. These agreements
guarantee capital against such risks as expropriation, currency
inconvertibility and damages caused by revolution, war or civil
strikes.
Paraguay also has many laws designed specifically to ease
the entry of international businesses into the jurisdiction, such
as Law 60/90, which encourages the investment and reinvestment of capital directed towards increasing the use of domestic raw materials, job creation, the production and distribution
of goods and services, and the improvement of technology,
with an increased level of general efficiency.
With the open investment environment created by the
law, business can truly flourish away from the confines of an
over-regulated legal situation, benefiting the company and
its employees. However, one policy that excites corporations
in many sectors is the maquila system, which is an export-led
piece of legislation designed to pull investors into the country with favourable terms for export of completed goods, primarily into the Brazilian market: production of goods and the
importation of raw materials are taxed at a low rate, meaning
returns on investments are high, and with unlimited repatriation of profits and dividends, beneficial to Paraguay, in the
form of revenue from employer and employee tax receipts, but
also in the form of increased employment for the population,
meaning lower social security spending.

© REDIEX
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Gustavo Leite - Minister of Trade & Industry

Gustavo Leite (GL)
Minister of Trade & Industry

GL: It is a combination of factors; the first and the most
important from a business point of view is profitability. Paraguay is a profitable country, you can see European, Japanese,
Korean and Brazilian companies making good money in Paraguay while also being in a position of repatriating dividends
freely.
The second factor would be access to markets. Paraguay
is not a big market itself, rather it is a platform. We are a
market of over 6.5 million people but in the centre of a region
that is growing tremendously.
The third major reason is potential. One hundred per cent
of our resources are renewable, we don’t extract anything
from the ground, we renew our agriculture, we renew our
cattle farming, we renew our electricity: we renew everything
we have.
A fourth element would be our vision for the future. Paraguay has a Vision 2030 put forward by President Cartes.
Paraguay is working to a national plan to eradicate poverty.
We are on a course, and when you are on a course you can be
more positive for the future and you have greater chances of
success.
A fifth factor would be competitiveness. Paraguay is a
competitive platform because we have a lot of inexpensive
and clean energy, we have competitive labour and wages and
we have competitive taxes. We still have a lot to do but we are
happy with what we have achieved in just under two years.
LE: You stated that you wanted Paraguay to be the ‘beating heart of South America, fully integrated physically,
economically and culturally’. How is Paraguay integrating
itself into the regional economy?
GL: Paraguay is one of the most open economies not just of
the region but of the world. We don’t have high tariffs, we are
integrated with the world market and we have a healthy trade
balance importing what we export. Paraguay is committed
to MERCOSUR; it was created here in Paraguay, it was the
Treaty of Asunción. Paraguay is a strong advocate of achieving as quickly as possible a free trade agreement with the
European Union.
The role of Paraguay is to be the heartbeat of South American competitiveness. We understand that there will be good
times and bad times, such as the fluctuations we have had
with commodities, but we know we cannot rely on one industry to keep us strong in the long-term.
LE: What was achieved during your recent trip and delegation to Europe and how well is Paraguay received by
investors?
GL: I think Paraguay is today the prima donna of South
America. We were very well received by the King of Spain and
the head of government there and they gave us strong messages of support for our model and for our hard work. We are
not a nation of confrontation, we look to pool our resources
and bring people together: this is what President Cartes has
pledged. We see Paraguay as a model, as a country that has its
house in order.
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LE: How are you cutting red tape and making business
easier in Paraguay?
GL: The President and most of us come from the private
sector. We understand business and we understand that we
have to be serious and simple. We are a law-abiding nation.
We are simplifying procedures and putting everything together in one piece of legislation. The vision is there. You should
look at what the Getulio Vargas Foundation is saying about
Paraguay; they are the most important think-tank south of
the equator and they say the best business environment is in
Paraguay.

We see Paraguay as a model,
as a country that has its
house in order.
LE: What contribution does the industrial sector currently make to Paraguay’s economy?
GL: The industrial sector represents around 12% of GDP, this
has been growing and we believe it will continue to grow at
1% per year. The aim is to reach 15 or 16% but in reality it is
becoming increasingly difficult to know any more what classifies as industry and what are services. In reality what really
matters is job creation; we have generated jobs over the past
two years and unemployment has gone down.
LE: How fast has the maquila programme been growing
and what is the potential?
GL: The sky is the limit, because we met with Brazilian
authorities we talked. Brazil on its own imports from China
$65 billion of manufacturing goods that we can produce in
Paraguay with greater competitiveness. When we came into
office we exported $110 million under the programme, last
year was $260 million and this year will be $350 million, and
we hope to be near $800 million by 2018, when President
Cartes leaves office. When we came into office there were 46
maquila programmes and now there are 92.
President Cartes and our team came in and we don’t believe
in left and right, we just believe in well-managed countries and a badly-managed countries and we want to be a
well-managed country.
LE: Where is industrial development heading, and what
will be the industries of the future?
GL: There is no doubt that Paraguay can be an industrial
platform for almost anything, but I believe the key issue for
Paraguay is inserting innovation into agri-business and food.
We need to be at the forefront of new food and agro-ecological patterns, and I believe this is where we need to put our
focus because there is no limit to what we can achieve.
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LE: What do you believe Paraguay has to offer the foreign
investor, particularly in relation to other countries in the
region?

IN -D E P T H
Fighting the good fight

Horacio Cartes and his administration are taking on
the country's corruption problem, and each battle
brings them closer to victory.

© SENATUR

AS A DEMOCRATIC NATION, Paraguay is remarkably young.
After the Alfredo Stroessner regime collapsed in 1989, the
country entered a period of change from autocratic rule to democracy, and in 1992 the new constitution was adopted. The
constitution strengthened the separation of the state into three
branches – executive, legislative and judicial – and paved the
way for the current democracy to take root in society.
One of the biggest issues facing the Cartes administration
is the population’s perception of corruption. In Transparency
International’s 2013 Corruption Perception Index study, Paraguay ranked 150 out of 177, a jarring fact for the government
that a country with a 96% literacy rate and one of the best macroeconomic situations in the region appears to be so corrupt for
the population as a whole, even if the reality is different.
The strength of the Cartes administration’s response to the
issue has gained international recognition due to the furore
over the FIFA bribery and corruption scandal, which has engulfed professional football around the world. And as the South
American Football Confederation (CONMEBOL) headquarters are based in Asunción, Paraguay is showing the world it is
serious about stopping the practice of bribery and theft within
its borders.
During the time CONMEBOL has been based in Paraguay,
its headquarters has benefited from diplomatic immunity,
which is currently preventing the police from entering as they
have done in multiple other football associations around the
world.
In response to this, the Paraguayan government asked the
Senate to pass a bill to remove the immunity of the headquar-
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ters, with the bill presented to Congress in late May 2014, just
days after US authorities accused 14 senior FIFA and media
company executives of a series of corrupt activities including
bribery and money laundering. Coincidentally, FIFA president
Sepp Blatter announced his resignation almost immediately after being re-elected to the position for the fifth time, only one
week after the investigations into FIFA and its affiliates began
to expand.
The wide-ranging investigation is looking into the alleged
misuse of over $150 million, which may have been used to influence certain votes for international tournaments, amongst
other offences.
Supporters of the project to repeal CONMEBOL’s immunity, which was quickly passed by the House of Representatives, said they were confident that the Senate would accept
it without major objections, especially after President Cartes
acknowledged his support, highlighting the tough stance he is
taking on all forms of corruption.
Juan Angel Napout, current head of CONMEBOL, promised to promote transparency throughout the rest of his tenure, and said he would ensure that the current provision for
immunity at the headquarters does not prevent officials from
conducting their research.
The current administration is changing the discourse
around the issue, and therefore the opinions of the population,
in that the perception of corruption needs to be altered through
the enactment of real and tangible reforms to the sectors that
are the most affected by corrupt practice. In the 2014 Transparency International report on the country, the three sectors per-

adoption of an adequate legal framework to promote transparency.
And the Cartes administration has been quick off the mark
to ensure that Paraguay is now considered an emerging transparent country, as has been internationally recognised by the
state becoming the 100th to sign up to the open democracy
movement.
Officially titled the Access to Public Information and Transparency Law, the legislation will guarantee citizen’s access to
public information and governmental transparency when it
comes into effect in 2015, and among the information that will
be made publicly available are government salaries, official trip
expenses, and active government contracts.
The movement to sign Paraguay up to becoming an open
democracy was spearheaded by a multi-party coalition of senators, and will help the country’s legislators and citizens root
out nepotism.

“What this government is showing is
that when something happens, we react.
We are betting on transparency, and
through the controls now in place we
have discovered issues that are very old.
We are demonstrating that if we find
evidence of something, we will make the
tough decisions needed. Crimes today
are clarified.”

PERSPECTIVE

Fighting the good fight

ceived to be the most corrupt were the police, the judiciary system and parliament, all of which are tainted by association with
the Stroessner regime and the perceived lack of social change
brought about by previous governments. Where the Cartes administration differs is that it has already enacted a number of
legislative measures to further criminalise corruption, and has
also been active in ensuring more perpetrators are caught and
punished. A recent headline case involved police chief Francisco Alvarenga, who alongside a number of aides was arrested
for embezzlement of police funds meant to pay for petrol, with
estimates for the amount stolen of around $200,000.
Paraguay’s fight against corruption has seen the creation
and strengthening of a number of bodies such as the National Integrity System, the creation of Transparency Units, and
strengthening of the Secretariat of Public Administration and
the public procurement system, which are areas made vulnerable to corruption by the sums of money involved in the contracts.
There is recognition of the need for more resources to be
allocated to key institutions in the fight against corruption, and
also the need to reduce political interference in these institutions, as they should be totally autonomous in order to be fully
effective.
Local civil society organisations, such as the Centre for Judicial Studies, Seeds for Democracy, Environmental Management and the Public Policy Centre of the Catholic University,
presented recommendations to the Paraguayan state within
the framework of the Inter-American Convention on Bribery
of the Organization of American States (OAS). The document,
presented to the OAS in Washington in September 2014, highlighted the need to strengthen key institutions, besides the

- PRESIDENT HORACIO CARTES -
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Eladio
Loizaga (EL)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
LE: When we interviewed President Horacio Cartes
recently, he spoke of his desire to see a ‘New Paraguay’, a
country that is open to the world. How are you taking this
vision to the world?
EL: Since President Cartes took office in 2013 we have been
working very hard on a regional level, reestablishing and
strengthening our bilateral relations with our main partners
in our region; countries such as Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay,
Chile, Peru, Colombia and Venezuela. We are also making an
effort in the European market and developing relations there.
I have recently been to Spain where I met with minister of
foreign affairs, Jose Garcia-Margallo, and with French foreign
minister Laurent Fabius.
Now the partnership between the Community of Latin
American & Caribbean States (CELAC) and Europe is being
reestablished, Paraguay would like to be one of the main
actors in this process, because we share common values with
European countries, values such as democracy, free speech
and human rights. It gives us an opportunity to show a new
image of Paraguay and that this government is committed to
the fight against corruption.
We approved the law of free access to information that
allows people from inside and outside of Paraguay to know
what is happening in the government and how we are managing the budget of our country.
LE: Given the current problems within MERCOSUR,
how are you looking to bring the bloc back to its original
vision?
EL: We are currently conducting an inventory on the
non-tariff barriers that exist, because this creates a big problem not just for Paraguay but for the whole region. However,
we share common goals, especially with Uruguay such as
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international company. This company will be assisting MOPC
to facilitate all pre-investment processes and develop new
financing models, such as projects within the legal framework
of the APP or PPP, public private partnership.

LE: Paraguay will hold the rotating presidency of
MERCOSUR in 2015-16, what will be your key items on
the agenda?

LE: What has been the reaction of international investors
towards the PPP law and the opportunities in Paraguay?

EL: First of all, we are very happy that Brazil and Uruguay
share our feelings regarding how we connect Mercosur internationally, because MERCOSUR must open itself to the rest
of the world. We need new trade agreements with other blocs
or developed countries. One of our objectives therefore will be
to use our presidency to speed up the process of the FTA with
the European Union. We are going to have a meeting with the
European Trade Commissioner in Brussels this month. This
process has been going on for 25 years and we are anxious to
see it come into effect.
LE: Aside from MERCOSUR, which other markets
further afield are you looking at for boosting Paraguayan
trade and strengthening relations?
EL: Currently our main buyer of beef is Russia, but their
economy is suffering problems, so this shows that we need
to open as many markets as we can. We export our beef to
thirty-two international markets. We are also an observer
of the Pacific Alliance group of Chile, Peru, Colombia and
Mexico and we have a very active trade relationship with
each of the Pacific Alliance countries. We have good trade
with the Asian markets such as Japan, but we need to make
a decision in MERCOSUR whereby the smaller countries
such as Paraguay and Uruguay can have more flexibility with
these trade relationships. We have already signed Free Trade
Agreements with Chile, Colombia and Peru, so we are looking
at ways to converge. Paraguay’s second biggest trade partner
is Chile; we sell more beef to Chile than Brazil or Argentina.
LE: What is your personal approach to diplomacy in
fostering foreign relationships, what are you trying to do
differently at the Ministry?
EL: I am trying to put Paraguay in the international arena
principally through organizations like the WTO, UN, and
subsidiary bodies of these entities. We are trying to improve
relations through presidential diplomacy by attending all
kinds of international events where we can build personal
relations.
LE: What message would you like to leave for international investors about opportunities in Paraguay?
EL: I want to say that Paraguay has very clear and stable
rules. We offer predictability for foreign investors; they can
count on us and know that we are not going to change the law
every year. My door is always open and we are always here
to listen and to help any problem that investors may have.
We are tough on corruption and we have competitive energy,
which is a major factor for companies looking to invest, as
well as our clear and simple tax system.

- INTERVIEW WITH -

Ramón Jiménez
Gaona (RG)
Minister of Public Works
and Communications
LE: According to the Central Bank the construction
industry has experienced the strongest growth in 2015.
What are the factors behind this?
RG: Both public and private infrastructure projects have experienced a 19.4% growth according to last year’s BCP report.
Public works developed by the Ministry of Public Works and
Communications (MPOC) increased approximately 40% last
year. This year, the growth prospects are around 50%. Today
the growth rate is a bit over 40% compared to this same
period last year, that is, the first 4 months of the past year. In
2014 we allocated $430 million in the public works sector.
This constitutes a record for the institution, considering that
the average rate of sums allocated during the past 12 years
has been at $178 million.
In 2015 we intend to increase these budgetary outlays for
the developed projects. The goal we have set for ourselves is
the allocation of $600 million. The ultimate goal is to reach
3.5% of the gross domestic product (GDP), which would
represent an annual allocation of $1 billion.
LE: What is needed to reach $1 billion of projects per
year? What are the obstacles?
RG: As a first step, last year we have had tenders for new
works for the sum of $1 billion. This year we seek to maintain
a rhythm of $1 billion or more and since public works are
carried out over the course of four years, it adds about $200
or $250 million to last years’ allocations and by the end of
this government in 2018 we expect to have reached $1billion
per year. We have hired 100 professionals such as engineers,
architects and specialists in different sectors to consolidate
the ministry’s management skills. Additionally, we have
engaged the consultancy firm Deloitte, a project management

RG: International reaction has been very positive. We have
launched an international communication campaign which
lead us to countries like Spain, Korea and Japan. Besides,
here in the region, we have invited business delegations from
Brazil, Chile and Argentina. The results are clear, 11 companies from seven different countries participated in the first
Public Private Partnership for the duplication of highway
Routes 2 and 7, and 15 companies from six different countries
participated in the prequalification of the tender for the main
route of the Metrobus project. With our first PPP, we have
to prove that we have the conditions to carry forward a safe,
transparent and effective process.
LE: For you as a minister, what are the infrastructure
projects that are creating a “New Paraguay”?
RG: The duplication of highway Routes 2 and 7. This is an extremely important project for the Paraguayan economy. These
routes connect the capital with Ciudad del Este, the second
largest city in the country, which is also our most important
economic corridor and connects us with the major economy
in the region, Brazil. Another major project is the Paraguay
and Parana rivers waterway.
Paraguay needs more competitiveness through logistics; it’s
a project that will not only benefit our country but also three
Brazilian states upriver. It will also benefit Bolivia, which
is planning an investment of $250 million in a port on the
Paraguay River. The Paraguay-Parana Waterway is the same
length as the Mississippi. Through major investment, the
Mississippi transports annually 500 million tonnes of cargo.
Today, through the Paraguay River we are barely moving 20
million tonnes a year, having the same length and capacity.
LE: Paraguay has always been connected to the Atlantic
but how are you improving infrastructure towards the
Pacific?
RG: We have road projects for the east-west connection.
We are coordinating with Brazil and are less than two months
away from a tender for a project in the Central Chaco that
is going to be a straight line crossing Paraguay from East
to West connecting with Argentina’s road network that
lead all the way to the Pacific. This will generate a lot of
opportunities.
We are also conducting negotiations with international
companies on the possibility of installing a railway line in
that same corridor. We want to connect that line to Puerto
Murtinho, the city on the border with Brazil, through a bridge
we have agreed to build jointly.
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lifting these barriers, as this would allow the free movement
of goods, which is the very essence of MERCOSUR.
Since we have returned to MERCOSUR, there is more diversity and respect for the decisions of each country.
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THROUGHOUT ALL THE INSTABILITY the country has seen since the impeachment of former President Lugo, and even during the years of isolation at
the end of the Stroessner regime, Paraguay has had some of the strongest macroeconomic circumstances in the region. With the strongest currency in the region
– with no devaluations in over 70 years – consistently low inflation, low taxation,
solid reserves of foreign currency thanks to the strong exports of the agricultural
sector, and business-friendly legislation, it is no surprise that Asunción was recently voted the cheapest big city in which to open a business in the Americas in
the FDI American Cities of the Future 2015/16 report.
In February 2014, Naoyuki Shinohara, Deputy Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), visited the capital Asunción and said he was
impressed by the government’s ambitious agenda of growth-enhancing reforms
and poverty-reduction initiatives.

“The reforms would help improve Paraguay’s social and
economic development, increase productivity growth,
and support the country’s transition to a dynamic
emerging market economy over the next decade.”
“The Central Bank of Paraguay (BCP) has made important advances in implementing an inflation-targeting regime along with greater exchange-rate flexibility. Paraguay has a strong economic basis from which to manage regional or
other problems. The country’s solid bases, including low debt, sizeable official
reserves, small fiscal and current-account deficits, greater exchange-rate flexibility and below-target inflation, as well as a sound financial system and increased
policy certainty brought about by the FRL and the inflation-targeting regime,
have provided the government with better buffers than in the past to cope with
the impact of softer commodity prices, tighter external financing conditions and
unexpected regional problems. Overall, the outlook for Paraguay is positive.”
In 2014 Paraguay tapped international bond markets with stunning success,
selling $1 billion of dollar bonds in August, an offer that was oversubscribed by
four, a strong endorsement of the June 2014 rating upgrade from Standard &
Poor’s. The MERCOSUR member issued 30-year bonds with a yield of 6.1%,
which compares well with the average of 6.29% for countries that shared Paraguay’s BB rating.
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The agency Moody's raised the rating of government bonds
Paraguay to Ba1 from Ba2, driven by the implementation of a
reform package approved in late 2013, and efforts to diversify
the economy. Moody's also changed the outlook from Positive
to Stable, mentioning that the country’s improved governance
and institutional strength were big factors behind the rise in
its rating.
The President of the Central Bank, Carlos Fernandez, said
in an interview about the change in rating: "This comes at a
very important moment, when we are seeing a less supportive
environment in the region, with many countries going through
a difficult situation. We are a step away from reaching investment grade, and we will continue working in that direction,
but we would not be so imprudent as to expect an improvement every year.”
Moody's said the government showed progress in implementing reforms and the fiscal responsibility law, which limits
the ceiling on the budget deficit, tax reforms and a standard
for public-private partnerships to boost infrastructure.
"The stable outlook reflects our expectations that the government will continue to implement the various laws passed in
late 2013 and practise fiscal prudence, while expanding investment in infrastructure in the medium term," said an agency
spokesperson.
The Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA) also
noted that Paraguay is the second most profitable country in
Latin America for local and international investors, with a
healthy 22% return on investment. This track record of progress is illustrated by the strong economic growth Paraguay
has enjoyed over the last decade, and its economy is forecast
to grow exponentially over the coming years. This growth has
been driven by its huge agricultural sector and a fast-growing
manufacturing industry that has supported the production
and export of raw materials, and recently, completed products
for the Brazilian and Argentinian markets.
After entering government in August 2013 on a platform
of growth, improving unemployment and reducing poverty,

© Amadeo Velázquez

President Horacio Cartes introduced a raft of new laws aimed
at attracting fresh FDI, including legislation to establish and
promote public-private partnerships (PPPs) and rules promoting financial responsibility – the Fiscal Responsibility Law
(FRL) – and greater transparency.
With more than $8 billion of fresh investment earmarked
under the 2013-2018 national infrastructure development
plan, there are plenty of opportunities for local and foreign
firms to win contracts for major projects in areas like transport
and communications networks, health and education, energy
generation and transmission, manufacturing, and service-sector activities, including tourism.
On Friday the Paraguayan Central Bank lowered the interest rate by 25 basis points to 6.5%, because it expects a moderation in inflation this year thanks to falling oil prices, and its
president did not rule out further cuts.
"We are seeing dynamic economic activity, at the same level
we were seeing at the end of last year… but we are seeing an
important change in the inflation outlook," said Central Bank
President Carlos Fernandez.
"We see lower inflation and that gives us room for us to reduce the rate," he added.
Prices rose 0.5% in February driven by food, bringing annual inflation to 3.2%. The Central Bank's target is to close 2015
with an inflation rate of 4.5%."We're going see how they will
readjust prices following this decrease. We are very cautious.
We do not rule out further reductions in the future but that
will depend on how prices react to this first decrease," he said.
Consumer prices in Paraguay rose by 3.2% in February
2015, confirming the recent downward trend of inflation. The
rate was lower than the 3.4% observed in January and also
lower than the 5.4% in the same period of 2014. Monthly inflation in February was 0.5%, driven by the food and beverage sector, services, and education thanks to the start of the
school year. The Central Bank aims to end 2015 with inflation
at 4.5%, with a margin of two percentage points up or down.
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IN TERVI E W
Santiago Peña - Minister of Finance

LE: When will we see PPP projects in Paraguay?

LE: Paraguay has an attractive fiscal regime, but what
steps are you taking to broaden the tax base?
- INTERVIEW WITH -

Santiago Peña (SP)
Minister of Finance
LE: What lies behind the Paraguayan success story of
macroeconomic stability?
SP: Stability is very much within the DNA of the Paraguayan
economy and its people. I’m not just talking about the last ten
years, but from the mid-1950s, and we have been noted for
macroeconomic stability ever since. We have not changed our
currency in 73 years and we did not experience the debt crisis
of the 70s and 80s that other countries in the region suffered.
In 2003 things began to change, a new government took
office and signed a standby arrangement with the IMF and
over the next few years began the implementation of many
reforms, particularly in areas of fiscal policy, tax reform reducing corporate tax from 30% to 10%, bringing an increasing formalization of the economy. A personal income tax was
introduced for the first time and we made reforms to our
monetary policy based on inflation targets.
LE: How are you looking to maintain economic growth
and boost investment in much needed projects?
SP: Since 2003, Paraguay started to accumulate fiscal surpluses for eight consecutive years. This brought down debt
levels from 60% to less than 20% as of today but we didn’t
invest sufficiently in infrastructure. So, in 2012, the government started to implement a more ambitious agenda with a
key focus on investing in infrastructure projects.
What this government did after that is to implement a fiscal
framework, a legal framework that would allow us to continue to invest while having the safeguard that this will also be
on a sustainable basis going forward. For that purpose the
government implemented three laws which were very important in our aim to close the main economic gaps of Paraguay.
The fiscal responsibility law, calling for a cap in the deficit of
one and a half per cent, the PPP law and a tax reform, broadening the tax base, these laws have built on the success that
Paraguay has had over the last years. We are strengthening
the economic framework.
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SP: Paraguay has a very solid and attractive fiscal regime
which is a big draw for investors, both local and foreign. We
want to promote the creation of jobs and so we have lowered
and simplified the tax rates to 10% VAT, 10% corporate tax,
and 10% personal income tax.
But for that to be successful we need to broaden the tax base
and we need all sectors and all Paraguayans to contribute to
these small tax rates. That is why this government sent a draft
bill through parliament in order to incorporate the agricultural sector into VAT payments. The agricultural sector
represents 25% of the economy, it’s one of the key engines of
the economy, so it’s very important for them to be part of the
tax base.
LE: Why would you encourage investors to take a closer
look at Paraguay?
SP: I think it’s more a question of why not look at Paraguay.
The thing is that we haven’t been successful in showing
the real face of Paraguay to the rest of the world. I have an
anecdote that has marked my view on this. I was at graduate
school in 2002 in the USA and I went to a conference given
by Professor Jeffrey Sachs, and he was talking about Latin
America. He went through all the countries in Latin America,
from Mexico to Chile, and at the end he said:
“The only country I’m not going to talk about is Paraguay.
And the reason for that is because I don’t know anything
about Paraguay.”
It’s sad but it was the truth, people didn’t know anything
about Paraguay. So I approached him and I told him: “I’m
from Paraguay, and I’d be glad to talk to you about Paraguay.”
Since then Professor Sachs has advised the government of
Paraguay, he has been a strong advocate for Paraguay.
At the beginning of the year I received a visit from Moody’s
Investor Services, they were evaluating Paraguay. I wanted
to show them the future of the Paraguayan economy and not
just the soy and meat exports. I took them to the plant of auto
parts manufacturer THN and then to CAIASA, which is a
joint venture between large agro industrial companies and is
using some of the most advanced technology available in the
world today. Our maquila plants, with good labour and cheap
and plentiful energy supplies are now making Paraguay a
powerhouse in this industry. So the question is: Why should
I not look closer at Paraguay?

Investment driving Paraguay
away from poverty
The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) is helping Cartes
and the population move away from poverty and towards prosperty.
THE INTER AMERICAN Development Bank (IDB) is a vital
engine for the growth and evolution of many sectors throughout all economies in the wider Americas region, specifically
dealing with improving access to sanitation, reform and improvements to business legislation, and infrastructure for the
lower-income portions of society. It also provides credit lines
for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), which can find
funding difficult to come by in the notoriously cautious Paraguayan banking sector, but which can ultimately provide the
boost to living standards that the Cartes government is aiming
for with the raft of reforms it has introduced.
The IDB has funded over 540 projects in the country since
its inception, with the majority under the objective of improving transport infrastructure. This has a recognisable benefit
for the whole of society, providing access to markets for agricultural and manufacturing producers, as well as allowing
people on lower incomes the ability to travel around the country more easily, giving them entry into the wider economy.
Pedro Garay, Senior Economist at IDB Paraguay explains
the need for transport infrastructure improvements under the
umbrella of demand: as the agricultural and manufacturing
sectors have expanded, so has the need for better connectivity.
It also affects the Paraguay’s relationship with its neighbours,
who want to transport goods from one side of the continent to
the other, making Paraguay a natural point of transit.
“Paraguay undoubtedly has a strong demand for infrastructure development. We are working hard on it, but it is not
enough. Demand has grown enormously. Imagine how much
soy production has grown, and of course this soy needs to be
transported. Also, looking at Paraguay’s use of cars and general
transportation – among the middle classes today the average
family has two vehicles, which was inconceivable a few years
ago.
“Supply has not accompanied this increase in the demand
of infrastructure. That is why we have traffic congestion in the
city, on our international roads and in public transport. There
is a gap. Our infrastructure has not been able to grow at the
same rate as demand,” he concludes.
With the efforts of the IDB and the Cartes administration, the aim of the government is to keep the infrastructure
spending well above historical levels, and to overcome the limitations in its capacity the country is currently experiencing.
This backlog of public work presents a timely opportunity for
investors looking to take advantage of the new Public Private
Partnerships law, and sets out a clear path for the methods on
which Paraguay can rely to attain the level of regional interconnectivity it desires.
As Ramón Jiménez Gaona, Minister of Public Work and
Communications, explains, “As a first step, last year we had
tenders for new works for the sum of $1 billion. This year we
seek to maintain a flow of $1 billion or more and since public

projects are carried out over the course of four years, it adds
about $200 or $250 million to last year’s allocations, and by
the end of this government in 2018 we expect to have reached
$1 billion per year.”
Garay notes that the bank is also working on improving the
administration behind the scenes of the big public works it
funds, to find new synergies between departments and sectors
that did not exist previously. The bank works with multiple
government bodies to ensure all legal aspects of the public
work is correctly funded and monies accounted for, and also
that the way in which the personnel work in each department
moves forward.
The successful relationship between the government, the
administration and the bank is vital, because as Garay explains, not all the projects that are accepted and begin operation will see completion in one electoral cycle thanks to the
five-year term limit the Paraguayan constitution sets out.
“The creation of the Financial Agency for Development
(AFD) is one example of a successful project,” he says. “This
was a project by the bank which we worked on from the very
beginning, and now it has been in operation for ten years. This
is a second-tier banking institution that has played an important role in the area of access to housing funds.
“The bank is the most important multilateral organisation
in Paraguay. Its scope of influence reaches practically every
sector. All sectors can be visualised in the country using strategies we have developed.
“This way we can have a better idea of what sectors the bank
has decided to focus on with the government. It is also important to bear in mind that many of the projects approved as part
of our strategy in one term may be executed and translated
into results during the next term.”
And with the successes of the bank’s projects in Paraguay
showing no signs of slowing down, the work it does to, for example, increase the industrialisation of agricultural products
such as soy, continues apace, as does the work it has done to
provide access to rural finance for 5,000 SMEs ran by women in remote areas. As the relationship between the bank and
Paraguay deepens, so the level of poverty falls, highlighting the
efforts of both in attracting investment into the country.
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SP: This government has defined $16 billion of infrastructure
projects that need to be developed over the next few years.
We cannot finance all of these projects ourselves as a government, so we need to open them up to private participation.
We listened to the good and bad experiences of many other
countries in the region and designed a PPP Law around
those experiences. This law was approved in 2013 and we are
almost ready to implement and to launch the bidding process
for the first PPP. There is always a benefit of coming last. In
2013 Paraguay was the last country to issue a sovereign bond,
but this gave ours the lowest interest rate.

Singing from the same sheet

Investment hotspot Paraguay
Business friendly and tax efficient,
Paraguay is open for business
PARAGUAY HAS A UNIQUE macroeconomic situation and
features favourable characteristics, in that it has a historically
low average rate of inflation at around 5% (in 2013, the rate
was 3.7%), and international reserves that total at least 20%
of GDP, which is twice the amount of the country’s external
debt. On top of such excellent signs, the country has renewable energy production of 8,100 MW from its two major hydro-electric dams, the immense Itaipu on the Brazilian border,
the Yacyretá shared with Argentina, and the smaller Acaray,
with current domestic demand of just 2,300 MW, leaving over
6,000 MW for export.
Couple this with the superb growth rates the country
has seen over the last few years, where in 2010 and 2013,
Paraguay experienced the greatest economic expansion of the
MERCOSUR zone and the highest in South America, with
a GDP growth rate of 14.5% and 13.6% respectively, and the
ground is ripe for investment.
The interest that the country generates is of no surprise
to Minister of Finance Santiago Peña, who as one of the architects of Paraguay’s business and tax friendly regime, is responsible for promoting the country to prospective investors
around the world. As he explains, the excellent situation in
which the country currently finds itself is no surprise, as the
whole machinery of government has been working towards
avoiding the pitfalls of bad macroeconomic policy, a typical
problem for governments in the region.
“Paraguay has a very solid and attractive fiscal regime,
which is a big draw for investors, both local and foreign,” Peña
says. “We want to promote the creation of jobs and so we have
lowered and simplified the tax rates to 10% VAT, 10% corporate tax, and 10% personal income tax. For 20 years between
1980 and 2003 our growth lagged behind in comparison to
other countries. In 2003 things began to change, when a new
government took office and signed a standby arrangement
with the IMF. Over the next few years they began the implementation of many reforms, particularly in areas of fiscal
policy, tax reform, reducing corporate taxation from 30% to
10%, and by bringing an increasing formalisation of the economy. We have seen an outstanding performance by the Central
Bank, which brought both strong credibility and positive fiscal
performance.”
The country has managed to avoid devaluation of the Guaraní since its inception over 70 years ago, and has always had
a favourable global trade balance , a result of the careful planning of previous governments. However, the positive current
situation – which has seen foreign reserves and investments
in the country climb, is the expected result of having the entire
government pulling in the same direction. However, thanks
are also owed to the decision of President Horacio Cartes to
fill his cabinet with technocrats and business people, unlike
previous administrations.
Carlos Fernández, President of the Central Bank of Paraguay, has a sober message for the rest of the region on eco-
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nomic policy, in that: “In economics there are no miracles. In
many cases across Latin America we have seen the authorities
attempt miracles or shortcuts to success, which lead them to
failure, as they try to do everything at the same time. What we
are doing here is taking small steps towards success.”
This confidence in Paraguay’s economic policy is borne out
by the reception the country has received on international
bond markets, and also from global ratings agencies such as
Moody’s and Standard & Poors. As Fernández explains, “The
first thing is that any profit earned by businesses here is going
to retain its value, because we have a history of low inflation.
We also have the second oldest currency of the region – over
seventy years old – and we have a good history of currency stability.
"The second thing is that we can guarantee investors are
going to be able to send their money to their countries, because
we have a comfortable level of international reserves. We don’t
have any policy that restricts or restrains remittances or profits
to anywhere outside the country. For me it is important to have
a sound fiscal policy, otherwise we would be putting too big a
strain on monetary policy,” Fernández says. “If it is too expansionary and we want to control price increases, we may have to
raise the interest rate above reasonable levels, which is something that is happening in neighbouring countries. To deliver
low inflation it is imperative that we are fiscally sustainable.”
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From 2003, Paraguay began an eight-year stretch of accumulating fiscal surpluses, which brought the national debt levels
down from a not-unhealthy 60% of GDP to less than 20% today. However, previous governments did not set aside enough
capital to fully invest in and improve the country’s ageing infrastructure, one of the key components of a successful global
economy.
As Peña explains, the Cartes administration knew that to
fully realise their planned reforms of the country’s economy
and to improve the daily lives of its citizens, new investment
laws were needed:

“In 2012, the government started to
implement a more ambitious agenda with
a key focus on investing in infrastructure
projects. Following this, the government
implemented a framework that would allow
us to continue to invest while safeguarding
ongoing sustainability.
For that purpose the government implemented
three laws, which were very important in
our aim to close the main economic gaps
of Paraguay. The fiscal responsibility law
that calls for a cap in the deficit of 1.5%, the
Public Private Partnership law, and the tax
reform, which broadens the tax base by almost
140,000 people.”

These new laws introduced by the administration had an
almost immediate effect on the diversification of the economy,
allowing for new companies and industries to move into Paraguay and take full advantage of the country’s other beneficial
policies. Which, as Fernández explains, was one the key factors
in changing the laws that govern capital expenditure and repatriation of profit, both of which are closely linked to the maquila style of business, which is a piece of legislation designed
to boost Paraguay’s process of adding value – meaning more
completed goods are produced in country, therefore increasing
the value of exports.
“In the future we are going to see more diversification,” explains Fernández, “and key for us will be to become further
integrated into the Brazilian economy, which we are already
achieving through the maquila regime. Two years ago nobody
talked about maquila in Paraguay, it was very small. But now it
has become a $350 million industry. In two years we were able
to increase maquila exports by 70%, and this will continue to
rise because a new factory has opened near Asunción.
“We see diversification as being on the right path, and while
agriculture will continue to be a vital component, in a few
years we are going to be less and less dependent on the sector.
Last year we grew by 4.4%, and this year growth is going to be
over 4%.
“In both years the agricultural sector grew by less than 1%,
so other sectors were the engine of growth during the last two
years, and that is telling us that something different is happening in the Paraguayan economy.
“After the financial crisis we reviewed all the legislation, and
the bank superintendent tightened up on supervision. This allowed the financial sector to grow from around 30% GDP in
credit at that time to more than 45% GDP in credit right now,
and that is a big transformation. Given the returns banks are
achieving here, I’m surprised that more banks are not arriving. Itau and BBVA are very happy about their performance in
Paraguay, which is one of the most productive markets in the
whole region for them.”
The confidence of the government is also explained by the
glowing reports the country has had from many of the global
ratings agencies, which have placed Paraguayan debt as just
one notch below investment grade, meaning not only does
borrowing on international markets come with a lower rate of
interest and better conditions for repayment, but also that international investors can relax in the knowledge that some of
the most stringent tests for the macroeconomic policies of any
country have been passed with flying colours.
Peña states that the country is ready for growth, and that all
sectors of the economy are firing: “At the beginning of the year
I received a visit from Moody’s Investor Services, who were
evaluating Paraguay. I wanted to show them the future of the
Paraguayan economy and not just the soy and meat exports.
I took them to the modern plant of auto parts manufacturer
THN and then to CAIASA, which is a joint venture between
two large agro-industrial companies that uses some of the
most advanced technology available in the world today. Paraguay is processing almost half of its total crop of soy, exporting
to the most competitive markets around the globe. Our maquila plants, with good labour and cheap and plentiful energy
supplies are now making Paraguay a powerhouse in this industry. So the question is, why would you not look closer at
Paraguay?”
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meat to demanding markets such as the European Union and
Chile.
In the future we are going to see more diversification, and
the key factor for us will be to become integrated into the
Brazilian economy, which we are already achieving through
the Maquila regime. Two years ago nobody talked about
Maquila in Paraguay, it was very small but right now it has
become a $350 million industry. In two years we were able to
increase Maquila exports in 70% and this will continue to rise
because in two weeks a new factory is going to be opened near
Asunción.
Just a final remark. Last year we grew by 4.4%, and this
year is going to be over 4%. In both years the agricultural
sector grew by less than 1%, so other sectors were the engine
of growth during the last two years, and that is telling us that
something different is happening in the Paraguayan economy.

Carlos Fernández (CF)
President, Central Bank
of Paraguay
LE: What is your strategy regarding fiscal sustainability?
CF: I think fiscal sustainability is very important and the good
thing about Paraguay is there is a strong coordination between
the Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank.
For me it is important to have a sound fiscal policy, otherwise
we would be putting too big a strain on monetary policy. If it is
too expansionary and we want to control Wprice increases, we
may have to raise the interest rate above reasonable levels and
that is something that is actually happening in neighbouring
countries here. To deliver low inflation it is better if we have
fiscal sustainability in place, it is going to be cheaper for our
society.
LE: What are your current expectations regarding GDP
growth in Paraguay for 2015?
CF: The current forecast is good at about 4.5%. Our growth
percent rate is four times higher than the average of the
region. In time, we expect Brazil and Argentina’s economies
to recover, which will be a huge further boost to Paraguay’s
growth rate. At this moment we can’t rely on external engines,
so we are focusing on domestic factors that we have more
control over, such as construction, industry and services.
LE: Agriculture has been the backbone of Paraguay’s
economy for decades but it is susceptible to volatility, how
do you see the diversification of Paraguay’s economy?
CF: We were, we are and we will continue to be an
agricultural economy because it is our competitive advantage.
For example, today Paraguay is adding greater value to its
agricultural exports: instead of selling just grains we are now
selling oil and other related products. Instead of sending cows
to Brazil, we are now exporting leather and premium cuts of
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LE: What kind of growth are you seeing in terms of foreign
direct investment?
CF: Right now we are reviewing and improving our entire
database for foreign direct investment. Still, we can see
many foreign businesses and individuals coming to invest in
different sectors where Paraguay can offer great advantages.
A few years ago you wouldn’t see many international fast
food chains or hotels, and right now there are many of them.
We start to see more and more foreign direct investment in
Paraguay and those who come first are going to be the ones
who are going to take the advantage.
LE: How would you summarize the performance of the
banking sector in recent years? What future do you see in
terms of new players coming in to the sector?
CF: After the financial crisis of those years we reviewed all
the legislation and the bank superintendent tightened up on
supervision. This allowed the financial sector to grow from
around 30% GDP in credit at that time to more than 45%
GDP in credit right now, and that is a big transformation.
Given the returns banks are having here, I’m surprised that
no more banks are coming. Itau and BBVA are very happy
about their performance in Paraguay, which is one of the most
productive markets in the whole region for them.
LE: In your opinion what are Paraguay’s competitive
advantages when attracting foreign investment?
CF: We would like to see investors coming to Paraguay and
earning money. As Head of the Central Bank I can guarantee
two things for the investor:
The first is that the profit they earn here is going to keep its
value, because we have a history of low inflation. We have the
second oldest currency of the region – over seventy years old and we have a good history of currency stability.
The second thing that we can guarantee is that the investor
is going to be able to send his money to his country, because
we have a comfortable level of international reserves. We don’t
have any policy that restricts or restrains remittances or profits
to anywhere outside the country.

LE: How do you see economic problems in Argentina and
Brazil affecting Paraguay’s economic outlook?

- INTERVIEW WITH -

Pedro Garay (PG)
Senior Economist at the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB)
LE: What have been the factors behind Paraguay’s economic success story over the past decade and what role
has the IDB played in this?
PG: Paraguay's macro-economic stability is not recent. It
is the result of different measures that have been adopted
throughout the years, which have taken several stages. The
reform processes began in 2003-4, with the ‘standby’ deal
with the IMF; we also had vital fiscal reform, which is still
bearing fruit today.
The Fiscal Adjustment Act resulted in more formalisation,
a reduction in tax rates and expansion of the tax base, all of
which have been positive with revenues still growing today.
The other measure that has marked this change was the
creation of the Financial Agency for Development (AFD), as
public banks were very disorganised in Paraguay, and did not
have any role in development.
AFD is today a very important engine for the development
of many sectors, such as construction or reforestation. It
also provides credit lines for SMEs and other sectors which
private banks find difficult to reach. We have had a deficit
over the last three years, but that has been due to the increase
of current expenditure, which the state has tried to contain.
Paraguay has almost no debt – it is currently around 17% of
GDP, and has been decreasing.
LE: Do you believe the government is on the right track
fiscally with its 10% flat tax rate?
PG: We believe that it is an interesting strategy. In the past,
there used to be a lot of tax evasion, but now it is very cheap
to be legal. The system used to be permeable, but we are now
looking for greater formalisation, and for having a wider tax
base. From that point of view, we believe that the government
policy being adopted is correct. Rates are low, which also
appeals to foreign investors.

PG: We are coming through the turbulence within the region
and, in a way, they have affected us positively, for the first
time in our history. Thus, the regional crisis has become a
chance, so we must take the opportunity. Brazil is having
cost problems and Paraguay has become a very interesting
alternative for its companies. They are coming to Paraguay
through the maquila system, which generates a lot of revenue for the treasury and creates a labour force, resulting in
increased consumption.
There is also a lot of Argentinean capital in the construction sector, as well as Uruguayan capital in the cattle-raising
sector. There is also European investment. For instance, there
has been significant investment coming from Spain. Direct
foreign investment in Paraguay has grown tremendously in
the last years. Growth has been incredible.
LE: What are the challenges for Paraguay to grow more?
PG: We must focus on investment in infrastructure. We need
to improve roads, electricity distribution networks and the
dredge our rivers. We need a major airport. Some things have
started, and we believe that the public private partnership
legislation can become a significant instrument in that sense.
Participation of the private sector in investments to improve
infrastructure is a huge step forward. If we don’t have the
necessary infrastructure policy, we will not be able to grow at
the expected rate and this country can grow a lot more than it
is. Paraguay has abundant, renewable and inexpensive energy,
but a problem when it comes to transference, also, we have
very low taxes and labour costs, but high logistical costs.
LE: The IDB has spent $230 million on projects on state
reform and modernisation, are you seeing improvements?
PG: Yes, we see an improvement. Change must not only be
a change of mind but it must also be institutional. There are
many factors playing an important role. We see that the major institutions we have worked with have a strong desire for
improvement in the implementation of projects.
We have a non-refundable technical cooperation policy to
identify with them what are the main issues in areas of execution, from institutional capacity all the way to certain legal
bureaucratic aspects. For example, in budgetary processes,
these are issues that are not always sufficiently considered. We
see openness from the authorities too and this is an impressive
qualitative and quantitative leap.
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On the monetary side, Paraguay has one of the lowest inflation rates in the region. Notwithstanding the growth rate we
have been having, inflation has been under control and the
Central Bank has done an excellent job in this matter. They
have even adjusted our inflation targets. They used to be 5%
and now they are 4.5%. The private sector is responding to
this with confidence.
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Trading all the way
to the top

PARAGUAY IS UNDERGOING rapid development in its industrial and commercial sectors by developing free trade zones, instigating a simplified tax system that is the most competitive in the region, and using its prime geographical
position to take advantage of trade on either side of the continent, looking to the
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans as gateways to trade its goods throughout the world.
The Ministry of Industry and Commerce, led by Gustavo Leite, and REDIEX,
are at the head of the revolution in business practices that the government wants
to see implemented, leading the process of sustainable development for the
country. There is a distinct mandate to establish clear policies aimed at strengthening the industrial, commercial and service sectors towards constant growth
and improvement, while concurrently seeking social equity for the population.
The local population, as both the recipient of the improved deal the Cartes
government is offering and one of the driving forces behind it, is a huge draw for
companies looking to enter a country with a productive workforce. With some
70% of the population aged under 34, Paraguay is really in the demographic
sweet spot, meaning the majority of the country is in the prime of their working
lives – a double bonus for the country in the form of reduced social spending via
increased employment, and more tax receipts for infrastructure development.
Paraguay is also blessed with the cheapest labour costs in the region, and the
cheapest energy costs too, with 99% of the country’s energy use provided by renewable, green energy – directly from Itaipu hydroelectric plant or one of the
other strategically located dams that are powering Paraguay’s economic growth.
Paraguay needs to foster the economic redevelopment of the country, which
for a long time was not fully internationally engaged, resulting in the obvious
pitfalls of stunted growth and lack of inward investment that follow the path of
isolation.
The new Paraguay, however, has already begun improving international
bilateral relations with its close neighbours, as well as countries further afield.
20% of Paraguayan exports head directly to Brazil, but come from Brazilian
companies headquartered in São Paulo, who operate out of the Paraguayan
capital Asunción. This advanced and symbiotic relationship between the two
countries shows just how far Paraguay has come in developing and strengthening
relationships with its powerful neighbours, and gives a strong indication of the
way they would like to develop and strengthen the economy.
As a player in the MERCOSUR agreement, the free trade block consisting
of Brazil, Uruguay, Venezuela and Argentina, with a majority of the remaining
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South American countries as associate members, Paraguay has
a privileged position from which to trade. This allows foreign
investors to take advantage of Paraguay’s competitive taxation
framework and high productivity. In effect, Paraguay has the
potential to become the central nervous system to the region:
a powerhouse making its space in the main arena.
A great deal of the confidence that the country shows comes
from the adoption of the Maquila Regime doctrine, a Mexican
system of regulation that allows a local company, branch or
subsidiary to sign a contract with a foreign entity to produce
goods or provide services for export only, with the local producer operating ‘for account and risk of the foreign company.’
The foreign company can also import or buy locally all raw
materials needed from any supplier, freeing up each company
to get the best possible deal for all parties involved. Any person
or company, either local or foreign, domiciled in Paraguay can
be licensed for a maquila export program, and the company
that is formed may take any form necessary.
The ownership of such a company also has very few restrictions, and the Investment Law 117/91 provides equal standing
for both national and foreign investments, facilitating easy
ownership and divestment, which can only improve confidence in doing business in the country. Paraguayan export industries are also well on the route to adding value to exports,
moving away from the focus on raw materials by previous administrations, and towards completed products.
The export trade relies on the full support of the government, as the country’s infrastructure needs major upgrades
– not only from the perspective of Paraguay, but also from Argentina, Brazil and Bolivia – all of which need access to trade
routes from their interior-located centres of production, shipping their cargo on Paraguay’s river barge fleet. Within the Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) there is a desire to
create a bi-oceanic corridor, linking the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans from Iquique in Chile to Sao Paolo, Brazil, a route that
would create a corridor straight through Paraguayan territory.
Paraguay exported goods worth $7.6 billion at the end of
2014, an increase of 6% compared with the previous year, ac-

cording to a report by the Centre for Analysis and Dissemination of the Paraguayan Economy (Cadep).
The figure is based on exports of products manufactured
in Paraguayan territory, such as meat, soybeans, corn, wheat,
rice, and leather products, garments and plastic products.
Cadep statistics do not include triangulation exports, which
are goods produced abroad and brought into Paraguay to be
re-exported to neighbouring countries such as Brazil and Argentina, avoiding most taxes and duties. With this system the
products entering are paying low taxes: 0% tariff, in most cases, 1.5% VAT, 0.6% advance income tax and 1% excise tax for
items such as computers.
This category includes consumer goods such as perfume,
whisky, sparkling drinks, computers, mobile phones, electronic games, and cameras and accessories. Cadep estimated
the re-export of these products to add a total of $4.1 billion in
2014, down 1.2% from previous years. This downward trend
in triangulation exports to the countries of the region is explained, according to the report, by the slowdown in the Brazilian economy.
Total exports to November, with triangulation, reached
$9.3 billion, according to data released by the Central Bank
(BCP). In 2014 Paraguay imported products worth $9.2 billion, 5.8% more than the previous year. Paraguay's trade balance yielded a deficit of 1.8% of GDP in 2014, compared with
a 3.1% surplus recorded in 2013.
However, even with the bright spots of the economy, as both
a landlocked nation and one surrounded by huge neighbours
Brazil and Argentina, Paraguay is a prime case of the smaller
country catching a cold whenever the larger one sneezes, as is
shown by the trade balance.
Which is why the administration has been pursuing bilateral trade agreements with partners such as the EU, Japan,
Russia, Taiwan, South Korea, and the Cooperation Council for
the Arab States of the Gulf (GCC), and is waiting for the return
of the MERCOSUR presidency this year, so the stalled Free
Trade Agreement (FTA) can once again be put at the top of the
legislative agenda.
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Victor Bernal (VB)
National Director of REDIEX

VB: For many years we have been out of the spotlight, but
now the reception we get is a clear interest in what is going on
in Paraguay. The question we hear most is: ‘why Paraguay?’
and the answer we give is that Paraguay has become very
profitable. We know we are not a big market, but we are a very
competitive platform. Many companies that are expanding
operations in the region are now paying attention to Paraguay
as an alternative to enter the Brazilian market with lower costs
and maximised profits. This perception is gaining traction. We
are committed to putting Paraguay on the map.
LE: Given the economic slow-down in Brazil and Argentina, do you believe this is the moment for Paraguay to show
the world what it has to offer?
VB: As we have a strong track record of macroeconomic stability in Paraguay compared to other regional economies, so
for this reason companies are looking to Paraguay as an alternative. To give you an example, today 85% of companies that
are operating under our maquila programme, which is one
of our main incentives, are Brazilian companies. Asian and
European companies operating in the region are now looking
to Paraguay as a reliable partner for doing business. Last year
we had more than 550 companies open in one year; the number of companies operating under the maquila programme
doubled over the 18 months from 46 to 94, an exponential rate
of growth. This thrills us.
LE: How has this interest translated into Foreign Direct
Investment in Paraguay?
VB: On average our annual FDI inflow is around $450 million. Our goal at REDIEX is to almost double this amount to
$800 million on an annual basis over the next five years. This
is why we are starting a new programme funded by the IDB
which is oriented towards promoting investments in Paraguay.
Over the next five years we are going to develop an industrial
plan, a strategic plan to attract more investment to Paraguay, a
country brand, and of course we are going to be more aggressive in terms of addressing these initiatives and looking for
new companies.
LE: Which international events and conferences will
REDIEX be attending over the coming months?
VB: In September 2015 we are going to lead a mission with
Minister Leite to Zurich. In October we are taking Paraguayan
companies to the Anuga Expo, the world’s largest food and
beverage trade fair. In November we have a European forum
for investors in Paraguay and an event on infrastructure
organised for the Ministry by Latin Finance. In December we
will be in Mexico and Colombia.
LE: Which Paraguayan products do you see as a good fit
for the European market?
VB: Paraguay is the only country in MERCOSUR that has
been granted access to the European market for 9,000 of its
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products under the GSP+ agreement (Generalised System of
Preferences) and we are determined to take advantage of this
concession.
We have established seven key sectors for the European
market, including food and agribusiness-related products,
textiles, food-ware, plastics and toys, which are key sectors
that we are trying to bring to the European market.
LE: Why should global investors take a closer look at Paraguay’s maquila programme?
VB: Paraguay has become a very profitable platform. If you
combine all of the incentives that Paraguay offers such as the
most competitive tax system in the region, with the maquila
regime which basically allows a company to bring in capital
goods and raw materials with zero duties and then to re-export with only 1% tax, this clearly gives a company the edge in
terms of lower costs and maximising profits, and that is key
for companies that are looking at Paraguay. Last year we sent
abroad almost $1 billion of dividends.
LE: Since the PPP law was passed last year what interest
have you seen in investors in infrastructure projects, and
what impact will this have on Paraguay’s exports?
VB: President Cartes recently announced during his report to
congress that we cannot wait for the government to make all
the necessary investments that we need in infrastructure. We
believe that we are going to have more private sector companies interested in the projects that we have in highways, ports,
airports, waterways and railways. To give you an example,
one of the projects being discussed is a railway to bring all of
the grain from the east of Paraguay to the port in Villeta near
Asunción. Our estimation is that these kinds of initiatives
will decrease the cost by approximately $18 per tonne. For a
landlocked country such as Paraguay, this is the only way to
expand and grow.
LE: How does REDIEX work with investors, from the initial contact through to implementation and operations?
VB: REDIEX, as a part of the Ministry of Trade & Industry,
is the first window for investors that want to find information
and start operations in Paraguay. With the help of the IDB we
are putting in practice a very effective strategy, and essentially
it is our job to provide companies all the information they require, and make the process of opening a business in Paraguay
easier and more convenient.
LE: In what ways does REDIEX support local businesses
expand beyond Paraguay’s borders?
VB: REDIEX has two legs; one of them of course is promoting investment in Paraguay, however we have another key area
which is helping Paraguayan companies to export and access
new markets.
This export programme, funded by the IDB, started five
years ago and the results have been outstanding. There have
been some major achievements in some key sectors such as
beef and organic produce, so we are committed to promote
these kinds of initiatives, and REDIEX is going to continue
helping Paraguayan companies to export.
PARAGUAY 2015
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LE: What kind of reception do you get when you present
Paraguay abroad and do you notice a change in perceptions among investors towards Paraguay?

Making all the right moves
Paraguay's Maquila law makes export businesses
happy and profitable

Regulated by Law 1064/97 and Decree 9585/00, the maquila production system is a top priority for the Paraguayan
government for attracting new investments into the country,
as once international investors gain a taste for doing business
in the Heart of South America, the ease and profitability of the
jurisdiction are apparent. One of the main benefits for maquila
programme manufacturers is that all imports of capital goods,

© REDIEX

“The sky is the limit.
Brazil alone imports $65 billion of
manufactured goods from China
that Paraguay can produce with
greater competitiveness.”
- GUSTAVO LEITE Minister of Trade & Industry
© REDIEX

IN THE COMPETITIVE world of international manufacturing and trade, the laws and legislation that govern any particular jurisdiction are as important as its location, workforce and
its provision of raw materials. Paraguay, as a landlocked nation
at the heart of South America, needs to have the most up-todate and business-friendly legislation possible, so as to attract
the interest of investors looking to expand their businesses and
their capital.
As a country also in possession of a young, hardworking
population, a business friendly 10% corporation tax, 10%
personal tax, and 10% VAT on transactions tax regime, and
legislation to make businesses salivate, Paraguay is leading
the pack. The programme that is meant to bring them to the
country is the maquila, a law of manufacturing that governs
imports and exports. As Gustavo Leite, Minister of Trade and
Industry, explains, “The role of Paraguay is to be the heartbeat
of South American competitiveness. We understand that there
will be good times and bad times, such as the fluctuations we
have had with commodities, but we know we cannot rely on
one industry to keep us strong in the long-term.
“The idea of our complementing Brazil is not about us taking jobs away from Brazilians; it is about maintaining those
jobs and adding competitiveness to the Brazilian economy and
this is what we are doing with auto parts, toys, clothing and
plastics, which have taken off tremendously under the maquila
programme.
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“When we came into office we exported $110 million under the programme, last year the figure was $260 million and
this year it will be $350 million, and we hope to be near $800
million by 2018 when President Cartes leaves office. When
we came into office there were 46 maquila programmes and
now there are 92, so we have doubled in the last two years the
amount of maquila programmes we had in the previous 15
years.”
Cumulative exports from the maquila companies between
January and June 2015 totalled $139 million, which is an increase of 25% compared with the same period last year, when
they reached $111 million. The main products exported during
June come from the garments and textiles sector, representing
29.9% of the total exports.
The second biggest exports were those for the automotive
sector, which reached 26.2%. In total, 90% of maquila exports
stayed within the MERCOSUR region, with the great majority
of those going to the two giants of the bloc, Brazil and Argentina. The remaining 10% of exports were exported globally, to
Thailand, the US, Indonesia, China, Venezuela, France and
Vietnam.
The maquila regime is a highly desirable investment
scheme through which goods are produced locally in Paraguay,
from where they are then considered export goods and/or services, which presents the investors with huge benefits for their
balance sheets.

© REDIEX
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parts and tools, raw materials and other inputs are free of all
duties and taxes, and there are no limits on investment capital,
presenting maquila as one of the most business-friendly pieces
of legislation in the region, if not the world.
Victor Bernal, National Director of REDIEX, the Paraguayan import and export body that travels the world looking for
suitable companies to bring into the country, understands that
Paraguay needs to present to the world a whole package made
up not just of reforms, but also of incentives to invest capital in
industry. That the country has one of the best-managed economies in the region, with the most stable currency – which has
never been devalued in over 70 years of existence – emphasises
the positives.
As he explains, “We have a strong track record of macroeconomic stability in Paraguay, whereas other countries in the
region are not currently able to offer good incentives to investors, which is why they are looking to Paraguay as an alternative. To give an example, today 85% of companies that are
operating under our maquila programme, which is one of our
main incentives, are Brazilian companies.
“Not only Brazilian companies, but also Asian and European companies operating in the region, are now looking to Paraguay as a reliable partner for doing business. We are thrilled
by the interest of these companies. We are also diversifying our
economy in Paraguay: auto parts manufacturing is booming,
as is plastics, toys, agribusiness and logistics, so there is plenty
of good news.
“Paraguay has become a very profitable platform. If you
combine all the incentives that Paraguay offers, such as the
most competitive tax system in the region, with the maquila
regime which basically allows a company to bring in capital
goods and raw materials with no duties and then to re-export with only 1% tax, this clearly gives a company the edge in
terms of lower costs and maximising profits, and that is key for
companies that are looking at Paraguay.”
Aside from the obvious benefits of becoming a maquila
business, Paraguay has many other positives for the canny investor looking to maximise profits, and also for those that are
looking towards the European market as a source of export
revenue. As the only MERCOSUR member of the GSP+ agreement (Generalised System of Preferences), Paraguay is a bilateral trading powerhouse, with over 6,000 products available
for export, from seven key manufacturing sectors including
food and agribusiness-related products, textiles, food-ware,
plastics and toys. The Paraguayan strategy is to offer this platform to the EU so that companies based in country and the
region are able to sell their products to Europe with no tariffs.
And as Leite explains, the confidence running through the
Paraguayan business world is truly justified through the size,
wealth and proximity of their neighbours, whose own economies are expanding rapidly, opening up huge local markets for
local companies and foreign ones to tap. “The sky is the limit.
Brazil on its own imports $65 billion of manufactured goods
from China that Paraguay can produce with greater competitiveness.
“We propose that we can become the China of Brazil. The
President of the Federation of Industries for the State of Parana in Brazil mentioned this just two weeks ago. So the concept
is proven; the issue here is to establish joint ventures between
Brazilian, Paraguay or other nationalities in this area or from
further afield.”
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IN -D E P H T
Making all the right moves

IN TERVI E W
Arturo Fernandez - President of BIOexport

- INTERVIEW WITH -

Arturo Fernandez (AF)
President of BIOexport

AF: The main factor has been the quality and environmentally-friendly nature of the products we export. The quality
of our products is very important to us. We currently export
to the world’s most important markets, such as Japan and
Germany. These two markets have very high and demanding standards, and we had to adapt to these standards. In
2010 we exported around 1,500 tonnes but we have been
increasing the amount each year. Today we are exporting each
year around 800 tonnes of organic sesame to Germany, and
around 6,000 to Japan. Additionally, when problems appear
we have taken responsibility, making our relationship with
our clients and strategic partners closer.
LE: What have been the key to your success over the last
few years?
AF: We hope it does, although we see a challenge there,
because commodities are devaluating by 30-35% globally, not
only in terms of prices but also in volume.
Nonetheless it is important to take it into account and act
in anticipation. As a result we have diversified our fields and
business segments so that today we have four main business
units. The first incorporates sesame, chia seed, and beans in a
plant that we have in the city of Limpio. Secondly, we have an
oil processing plant, in which we extract sesame and chia oil.
From the sub-product of this extraction we process chia flour,
sesame flour and rice flour as well. After that, we transform it
into biscuits and nougats.
The third is a rice plant in which we receive, dry and process
rice. We are export to Brazil, China, and we now want to open
the African market. We have a strong alliance with Louis
Dreyfus, the world’s largest rice-buying company. The fourth
is a plant for the production of feed, in which we use all the
sub-products of the other business units, and we transform
them for the meat industry. Agro-ecological and organic production are a key focus.

Paraguay is naturally an
agro-ecological and organic
country; we have to give this
a boost and let the world
know about it.

Also, we are working closely with the government: Bioexport is the first company from the private sector that has
signed a private-public partnership project when this law was
enacted. We were the first company to have the courage to
approach this model, and now a 100% Paraguayan company
is in partnership with the government and working on the
development of family agriculture to benefit over 15,000
farmers.
LE: What is the importance of organic certification and
what does it mean for your growth prospects?
AF: It means that we are able to say to our major market the
European Union: ‘we can now offer you organic chia flour
and sesame flour’. And through these biscuits we have two
objectives: firstly to commercialise and position them on a
national level, and secondly to show the world what is and
what can be done with chia and sesame flour, in order to have
a natural product that is also good for health.
LE: In your opinion what needs to be done for the world
to be aware of the quality of Paraguayan products and to
give them an identity?
AF: Paraguay is naturally an agro-ecological and organic
country; we have to give this a boost and let the world know
about it. Do you want to consume natural products that don't
contain agrochemicals? Come to Paraguay. We have over
800,000 acres that still need to be developed, we have plenty
of water (the world's largest water reserve is here, beneath
our soil), and this is a country of opportunities. We also have
abundant electric power, and the world should know about.
The keyword for this generation is opportunity.
LE: What challenges do you face in taking this opportunity and maximising the potential?
AF: Even though we have earned $21 million, there are enormous financial commitments we have to handle in order to
make it work, and the interest rates in Paraguay are very high.
In other countries, every project is developed over the course
of 15 years or more for industrial projects. It is true there is
the AFD which can give you financing for your project for
up to ten years, or twenty years in housing, but for industries a law that allows a long-term leverage must be enacted,
because jobs are created through industries, and industries
must be made sustainable.
LE: What future do you envision for Bioexport and where
do you see yourselves in the next 10 or 15 years?

LE: What is the importance of organic produce to your
company today?
AF: It is very important and it keeps increasing every year.
We are growing around 5% to 7% each year, and the demand
on a global level increases at an even faster rhythm: around
20% to 25% each year. Paraguay is the only country in the
region that still has over 220,000 families dedicated to family
agriculture, with an average of 1 to 5 acres each. Therefore,
the conditions are ripe for producing food with an agro-ecological and organic status - a big opportunity for Paraguay.
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AF: We believe that Bioexport will be a leader in the manufacturing of products deriving family agriculture, and that
it will be one of the most important companies at a global
level in the areas of agro-ecological and organic production.
We believe that this in turn will help position Paraguay as a
known producer. Today, Paraguay has a great opportunity but
we have to take advantage of it. We also work in the conventional sector, and that is why we have rice products, but we
want to move towards the organic. We know that this will be
the trend of the future and that it is rapidly shifting.
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LE: What have been the key to your success over the last
few years?

IN -D E P H T
Taste and quality demand harvests change / Brewing success locally

Taste and quality demand
harvests change
More consumers are buying organic, and Paraguay
is outgrowing rivals in the sector.

“Organic production provides credible
answers because the organic industry is not
just talking but really solving issues, and the
concept of sustainable production is the only
agricultural concept with a future perspective
that we can explain to our children if we
want to give them the same opportunities to
feed people. Such awareness for quality rises
especially in times of crisis.”
Markus Arbenz, executive director of the International Federation
of Organic Agriculture Movements

AS A GROWING NUMBER of foodies the world over turn
their backs on junk and chemically-enhanced produce in
search of cleaner, purer food and drink, organically-grown
produce has become the fastest-growing part of the alimentation industry.
As CCTV America reported in April 2015, “US retail sales of
organic food more than tripled between 2004 and 2014, from
$11.1 billion to nearly $36 billion, according to the Organic
Trade Association. Globally, a new market research report by
Markets and Markets forecasts that by 2015, the organic food
and beverages market will reach $104.5 billion, up from $57.2
billion in 2010.”
But this is not just a US phenomenon. Around the world,
countries are demanding more food and grain grown without
pesticides in sustainable and environmentally-friendly ways.
In the UK, sales of organic products were up 4% between 2013
and 2014, at a cost of $2.9 billion. As the United Nations University document states: Germany is Europe’s largest market
for organic products, with a sales volume of $6.4 billion and an
average growth of 15% every year.
For Paraguay, a natural agro-ecological country blessed
with nutrient rich earth, this presents a very exciting opportunity. BIOexport is one company cashing in with a strong

business model to export grains and seeds abroad. Since 2009,
the company has been exporting chia and sesame to some of
the world’s most cosmopolitan markets, including Japan and
Germany, and prides itself on responsible customer service
and remarkable products.
It has a flexible business model, as Arturo Fernandez, BIOexport’s president explains. “[Although we have been successful,] some commodities are devaluing, and it is important
to take this into account and act in anticipation. As a result
we have diversified our fields and business sectors so that today we have four main business units. The first incorporates
sesame, chia seed and beans in a plant in the city of Limpio.
Secondly, we have an oil-processing plant, where we extract
sesame and chia oil. From the by-product of this extraction we
also process chia flour, sesame flour and rice flour. After that,
we transform it into biscuits and nougat.
“The third is a rice plant where we receive, dry and process rice. We export to Brazil, China, and we now want to open
to the African market. We have a strong alliance with Louis
Dreyfus, the world’s largest rice-buying company. The fourth
is a plant for the production of animal feed, into which we direct all the by-products of the other businesses, and transform
them for the meat industry.”
A visionary company, BIOexport has signed a public-private partnership with the government, and is working on the
development of family agriculture to benefit more than 15,000
farmers. The company’s organic certification means it can hold
sway in new and existing markets.
“We have to let the world know about Paraguayan products
and give them an identity. We need to say: “Do you want to
consume natural products that don’t contain agrochemicals?
Come to Paraguay. We have over 800,000 acres that still need
to be developed, we have plenty of water (the world's largest
water reserve is here, beneath our soil), and this is a country
of opportunities. We also have abundant electric power, and
the world should know about it. The watchword here is opportunity.”

“In general we are pioneers in the installation of new proThe world’s beer brands are also highly competitive, with
advertisements for them denoting “buddy” friendship, sum- duction processes.
“The total beer market in Paraguay is around 3.7 million
mer parties or freedom to move crates off the shelf as quickly
as possible. In Paraguay, some of the world’s biggest and best hectolitres per year, and we produce 3 million of those. The avbrands, including Budweiser, Brahma, Skol, Corona, Stel- erage Paraguayan consumes 40 litres of beer per capita annualla Artois, Patagonia, and Pilsen (a local beer) are distributed ly. It is not one of the biggest markets in terms of consumption,
through Cervepar – Cervecería Paraguaya, the largest taxpayer but it is a stable figure that is showing a trend in growth. If the
second semester of this year follows the trend of the first semesin the land.
ter, we expect this growth to reach
Jorge Talavera, Cervepar’s
42 or 43 litres per capita this year.
Corporate Affairs Manager is in
“We try to provide new options
tune with BIOexport in terms of
“Let a man walk ten miles
and choices to consumers, who
branding and raising the profile
steadily on a hot summer's day
are always looking for a new exof locally produced beers.
“We produce the most widely
along a dusty English road, and perience and new products.
For example, now we are
consumed beers in Paraguay, and
he will soon discover why beer
launching a malt-based Budweimore than 70% of the ingrediwas invented.”
ser product similar to a mojito.
ents we use are produced locally,
It has an alcoholic content of 8%
which are mainly agricultural
Gilbert K. Chesterton
(twice the content of a common
products. Part of the packaging
beer), but at the same time we are
is also locally produced, since we
have a bottling factory, the Fábrica Paraguaya de Vidrio. How- also launching a new alcohol-free product called Brahma.”
“Today, people want brand names and Paraguay is no exever we do import cans since there is no aluminium factory
ception. We create a variety of consumer opportunities based
close by.
“We contribute through innovation to this industry, and on tastes and moods, for everyone to experience. We create
this benefits the country too because this sense of innovation is products for parties, sports events, and friendships. Each sitfrequently translated into other industries such as the dairy or uation has its own platform from which to communicate with
the consumer.”
pharmaceutical industry to mention some examples.

Brewing success locally
CERVEPAR is Paraguay's major beer producer
looking abroad for bigger markets.
ALTHOUGH THE BRITISH-BORN writer Gilbert K. Chesterton, quoted centre-right, was talking about his home country, there cannot be many people in the world who don’t relate
to this sentiment. Beer is a social beverage, a thirst-quencher
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at the end of a long day of hard graft, and a passionate hobby
for those who love to cultivate (and drink) it. More beer is sold
than any other alcoholic beverage and is seeing greater demand
in new markets such as the Middle East and China.
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Jorge Talavera - Corporate Affairs Manager - Cerveceria Paraguaya

- INTERVIEW WITH -

Jorge Talavera (JT)
Corporate Affairs Manager - Cerveceria Paraguaya

JT: Firstly we are the largest taxpayers in Paraguay. We are
responsible for almost 6,000 jobs, and almost 14,000 across
the value chain. We produce the most widely consumed beers
in Paraguay (Budweiser, Brahma, Skol, Corona, Stella Artois,
Patagonia, and Pilsen which is a local beer).
More than 70% of the produce we use is produced locally,
and they are mainly agricultural products. Part of the packaging is also locally produced, since we have a bottling factory,
the Fábrica Paraguaya de Vidrio. However we do import cans
since there is no aluminium factory close by.
We contribute through innovation to this industry, and this
benefits the country too because this sense of innovation is
frequently translated into other industries such as the dairy
or pharmaceutical industry to mention some examples. In
general we are pioneers in the installation of new production
processes.

3.7 million hectolitres per year. The average Paraguayan
consumes 40 litres of beer per capita annually. It is not one
of the biggest markets in terms of consumption but it is a
figure with stability and which is showing growth trends. If
the second semester of this year follows the trends of the first
semester, and taking into account contraband, we expect this
growth to reach 42 or 43 litres per capita this year.
LE: What are your key strategies to increase growth and
market your products?
JT: We always try to provide new options and alternatives to
consumers, who are always looking for a new experience and
new products. For example, now we are launching a maltbased Budweiser product similar to a mojito. It has an alcoholic content of 8% (twice the content of a common beer),
but at the same time we are also launching a new product
that is an alcohol-free Brahma.

LE: Can you give us an example of any innovations you
have introduced recently?

LE: With the growth of the middle class, have you seen a
higher demand for some beers compared to others? For
example, imported beers?

JT: We have seen innovation in quality processes, industrial
safety processes and the introduction of drones for inspection
at heights. We have also seen improvements in the quality
control of products, in addition to the follow-ups as well as
the way we accompany farmers in the improvement of the
production process.

JT: Yes, today people want brands and Paraguay is no exception. People look for a brand experience. We create a variety
of consumption opportunities for everyone to experience
depending on their tastes and mood. We create products for
parties, sports events, friendships, etc. Each situation has its
own platform to communicate with the consumer.
LE: What are your plans in terms of expansion?

We have 105 years of history
and we feel that Pilsen is a
brand that grows with and
for Paraguay. We promote
growth and happiness at
the same time.
LE: What are your most popular products for the
Paraguayan market?
JT: Over the last few years we have experienced a growth of
around 7% although over the past two years our industry has
suffered because of the smuggling of products over the border
from Argentina. Almost 10% of the beverages market is now
formed of contraband products from Argentina.
The government is implementing measures and helping
to control the situation, but it is obvious that it needs some
working on. The Ministry of Industry and Commerce and the
Ministry of Finance have made a lot of effort but there needs
to be more coordination in order to confront this problem.
Paraguay has long, dry borders with Argentina as well as with
Brazil, and it is our duty to stop this contraband.
LE: Tell us about your production capacity.
JT: We have a total production capacity of 3 million hectolitres per year. The total beer market in Paraguay is around
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JT: We have an expansion and investment plan worth around
$40 million to take us through 2015. We are building a new
bottle plant, new lines of production, and so on. We want to
double our numbers over the next three years. We plan to
export Pilsen to Central America, United States, Spain and
Australia.
By exporting Pilsen as a local brand it has allowed us to
reach out to Paraguayans in order countries, while it also
allows us to show the world the premium quality of Paraguayan products and at the same time reinforcing our country’s
brand.
We have 105 years of history and we feel that Pilsen is a
brand that grows with and for Paraguay. We promote growth
and happiness at the same time. Life is a party, and beer is
present in every moment of celebration. By linking our brand
to the brand of Paraguay as a whole, the consumer can relate
the beer they are drinking with its country of origin.
LE: So if we look 10 or 15 years into the future, what is the
long-term vision of Cervepar?
JT: Firstly we need to consolidate our position in the market
and to continue exploring new products and new product
lines. In addition we are trying to build a different approach
towards beer, and create new gourmet lines in a new image
for the product. We want people to drink beer with their
meals and not just for parties. We are building experiences so
that people become beer lovers.
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LE: What does Cervepar contribute to Paraguay and its
economy today?

IN -D E P H T
All rivers run to market

of infrastructure, information systems, human resources, in
addition to a great strategic location close to the greatest commercial area of influence. Today, Caacupe-mi/Pilar is primarily
fuelled by exports from the area in the south of the country.
Apart from the advantages of being operational during low season, we saw there was a huge market there in terms of imports
and exports. There are major producers in the areas of rice, soy,
sugar and molasses, as well as vegetable, and soy oils. There is a
huge export market there that we are now playing a pivotal role
in helping develop. They can sell their products at new markets
for better prices, have more options, and improve their overall
competitive situation.

All rivers run to market
Puerto Caacupe-mi has expanded capacity to meet
demand, Paraguay's ever present friend.

of ports and vessels to carry the country’s produce to market
or external logistical centres for distribution around the world.
As a landlocked country surrounded on all sides by navigable waterways, the water-based transport system is vitally important for Paraguay in order to quickly transport goods; and
one of the key players in this field, if not the leader, is the port
of Caacupe-mi, based in the centre of the Paraguay’s industrial
and agricultural heartland and the capital city, Asunción. The
port has been in operation since 1980, and has grown since
then to become the country’s principal port, taking over 60%
of the total river trade of the capital city. These investments
are part of a defined plan of action will see the port continue to
grow, thanks to increased capacity.
As Fernando Leri, the President of Puerto Caacupe-mi, explains, the organisation looked at the growth of the agricultural industry and the manufacturing sector, and saw a need
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to increase the value of its capacity, in the short and medium
term and by preparing the technology that powers the logistical side of the company for the future.
“As a port we are doing our part, which is investing in efficient new infrastructure, sophisticated information systems,
and new machinery. We need to be a highly-organised and fast
system, an example of which is having two operational piers
for containers, allowing us to speed up the transit times of
vessels. “The market is getting more sophisticated, and even
though it needs competitive rates, it is more dependent on operational security, efficiency, and predictability. Our customers
need a system they can rely on, and with whom they can safely
project their growth. “To give you an idea, companies will unload and strip the containers at our warehouses and we store
and manage their cargo. This means clients save on warehouse
and staff costs, and there is no need to transport it out of the
port (primary zone) to another warehouse; they don’t have to
pay customs costs until they actually send the merchandise to
its final destination.
“Our imports include everything from machinery to electronics, to industrial supplies, to household items. And in addition to river cargo, we also handle goods imported by road.
The importers and exporters want to know that their merchandise is safe here, and that they can send a vehicle to pick
up a container and it will be ready and available on time. The
port may only be a small part of the logistical chain, but it is a
crucial stage; if the port doesn’t function efficiently, then the
whole logistics chain is affected.”
Two key factors for Caacupe-mi are that they already have
the extended capacity they need to take on competitors in
terms of shipping the predicted increase in goods leaving the
country, and that they can also handle goods arriving both by
land and the country’s waterways throughout the year. As certain sections of the waterways become impassable at certain
times of the year, the company’s ability to circumnavigate this
gives them a longer working year, resulting in improved profits
and relationships with the producers they work with. As Duncan Martin, Vice President explains, “In terms of imports we
see Caacupe-mi/Pilar as a great channel.”
“A lot of imports into Paraguay end up in Ciudad Del Este,
and from there are sold to neighbouring countries, but with
the devaluation of Brazil’s currency, sales are down. However
we believe that when this trade picks up again, Caacupe-mi/
Pilar is a great option, because Pilar has a shorter transit time
than Asunción, and even though the distance for land freight
is a bit longer from Pilar to Ciudad Del Este, the road is not as
congested, so it is proportionally more cost efficient and takes
exactly the same amount of transportation time.
“Indeed some of the feeder companies and vessels are starting to offer preferred rates to transport goods to Pilar in preference to Asunción. Once this translates into better rates for
the importers, then we believe this logistical route is going to
grow substantially.”

LE: Given the benefits, why is Caacupe-mi the first in moving their facilities to Pilar?

- INTERVIEW WITH -

Fernando Leri &
Duncan Martin (FD)
President & Vice President
of Puerto Caacupe-mi
LE: What needs to happen in terms of infrastructure
development to make Paraguay a logistical hub in the
centre of South America?
FD: For Paraguay, the river is our connectivity to the rest of the
world. If you look at Paraguay compared to our neighbours,
being landlocked we have something of a disadvantage. By
having to transport goods 1,600 kilometres by river, it means
that we have to be so much more efficient with our logistics
than our neighbours. We have many cost advantages, but still
being efficient is key for us, and for Paraguay. We as a port are
doing our part, which is investing in efficient new infrastructure, sophisticated information systems, and new machinery.
LE: How important are the projects to dredge the Paraguay
River and what impact will this have on your operations?
FD: It is important that the government is proactive, not
reactive. In our view, there are still some areas that might not
be dredgeable, and that is why we have built Caacupe-mi/Pilar.
This new facility has the same infrastructure as we have here
in Asunción, with the advantage that the Pilar area is the last
place on the Paraguay river, where vessels can get to with 100%
of their cargo, even in the worst low-water seasons. For us this
is very important because we have made huge investments over
the last four years, and we cannot be subject to nature and as a
result work only six or eight months of the year; we have to be
able to work the whole year, and so do our customers.
LE: Could you tell us about your facilities, particularly at
the new port in Pilar?
FD: In Asunción, out of a total of five private ports, we hold
about 60% of the market. We have many advantages in terms

FD: We were pioneers in the private port industry in Paraguay.
Since we regained control of Caacupe-mi, in 2011, we invested
almost $60 million including Caacupe-mi/Pilar, primarily
because we see Paraguay as a very productive market, which
needs to be efficient, and needs the right infrastructure. For example, if a customer comes to us wanting increase their export
volume by an additional 8,000 containers, we need to be in a
position say, no problem, for this you need the right infrastructure available right there and then, because we are thinking
about the next 25 years.
LE: Could you tell us about your plans for a logistics park?
FD: This is a new project we are starting. We have warehouses
here at the port but they are old, so we have come up with the
concept of creating an initial 12,000 square metre warehouse
with room to expand with more warehouses. We want to offer
the same services that we offer today, but we want to take it
a step further, and offer value added services, such as stock
management, labelling, picking, delivery, and other logistical
services. This is the next step in our service and we are pioneering this service in Paraguay.
LE: You grew around 250% between 2011 and 2014, what
has been the secret to your success?
FD: Investment and management. We invested wisely, and
built a reputation and trust from the market. As soon as we
started investing, and explained our vision to the market, and
explained what we wanted to do, we started getting the support
of the market. Strategically we looked at our primary companies, such as the vessel companies. What do they want? They
want high productivity at the pier, they want security in their
operations, and they want to make more round trips per year.
Maritime companies want information, and they need to
have the traceability for their containers. They want to know
exactly when a container gets here, when it moves in or out
of the port, they want to know exactly what their stock is, and
they want to have all of this in real time and via electronic
data interchange. So we have new information systems; we
have just implemented Navis N4, which is the number one
system of its kind in the world, and which helps us give them
exactly this. We want be very transparent with our customers,
and we want them to have information at their fingertips.
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IN 2013, PARAGUAY embarked on the first phase of a major
infrastructure development programme that comprises almost
a dozen priority projects in areas including energy generation,
transport, and water and sanitation. Featuring more than $8.3
billion of investment, the 2013-2018 infrastructure blueprint
features an electricity master plan that will boost the amount of
electricity generated, a portion of which will be exported in exchange for foreign revenue. The spending plan includes brand
new infrastructure projects as well as improvements to existing
buildings, roads and waterways. New roads and bridges account for around half of the vast total, with more than 2,000
miles of roads scheduled for construction. Nearly 10,000 miles
of existing roads will be improved and scores of wooden bridges
will be replaced by concrete structures.
Through this clear and strong commitment to improving
the business environment and people’s general living standards, the government is sending out a positive message to enterprises of all sizes interested in investing in Paraguay. And a
huge part of the Paraguayan logistical puzzle is the provision
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ricultural machinery for producers, such as automatic planters
that will assist farmers in increasing their already impressive
yields.
There is also plentiful, cheap and productive land in the
Chaco region for cattle, sugarcane, and soya bean development, although there also needs to be matching investment
from the government into the transport network, both on land
and via the country’s rivers. And to further increase the desirability of the country for investment, there is vast potential for
growth – from $800 million to $1 billion – in the agrochemicals and fertilisers sector, presenting an opportunity for companies to develop the proper equipment for each agro-ecological system, and utilise all the business-friendly policies the
Cartes government have improved or introduced.
Following the investment-friendly environment the Cartes
government is setting up, the Inter-American Development
Bank (IDB) signed a loan of $94.7 million to support the industrialisation of Paraguay’s soybean sector by giving financing to Angostura SA Agroindustrial Complex (CAIASA) to
construct the largest soybean crushing plant in the country.
And although the soybean sector accounts for 42% of exports
in the agricultural sector, Paraguay traditionally exported unprocessed soya beans to Argentina where they were processed,
thereby missing the opportunity to access the revenue chains
of products with added value such as soya flour and oil.
The industrialisation of the soybean sector will increase
added value by about 40%, and will create jobs directly and
indirectly throughout Paraguay. Another bright spot is the
reduction in CO2 emissions by some 96,567 tons per year by
using boilers fuelled with biomass to produce thermal energy.
The adaptation of new technologies will help to improve
the energy efficiency of the project, the reliability and the quality of the product, while contributing to mitigate environmental and social impact in accordance with international best
practice, and help with Cartes’ aim to diversify the agricultural
products produced in Paraguay, in order to avoid the risks of
solely producing raw materials.
The IDB's participation enabled the project to obtain longterm financing at a rate and grace period not achieved by normal commercial sources of funding, and the Fund for International Development OPEC, as a co-funder of the project, will
provide a loan of $15 million.
However, this competitiveness needs to come with added
social benefits, as one of the foundations of the Cartes administration is the correct taxation of industry, with agriculture
being a prime candidate. To this end, there is the implementation of a new tax and the extension of VAT to include the
agricultural sector, which, although key to the economy of Paraguay, only contributed 0.5% to the total amount of tax collected by the treasury in 2012.
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PARAGUAY, LOCATED ATOP the Guarani Aquifer, one of
the largest aquifer systems in the world, boasts an enviable
topography for the exploitation of its other natural resources. With plains stretching out across the whole country, readily available fresh water, well-connected and easily navigable
rivers, and a young population reaching the peak of the ideal
demographic (70% of the population is under 34), Paraguay
is primed to take the strong growth of recent decades and expand it further.
Paraguay shines naturally in agriculture, where the country’s favourable topography and water table mean it has the
potential to become the breadbasket not only for the Americas,
but also for the wider Pacific Ocean area, where the resource
and produce-hungry Asian economies are on the lookout for
partners that can supply their ever-growing middle classes
with goods.
Agricultural in Paraguay has seen huge expansion, with
many collectives formed to better export produce to partner
countries around the world. And as capacity for producing
chia, soy, beef and other goods has increased, so has the need
for further development in the transportation systems for this
produce, opening up more sectors for inward investors.
Substantial increases in herd size due to FDI from investors attracted by lower land prices mean national beef production is expected to reach a record 540,000 tonnes, carcass
weight equivalent (CWE), this year. Exports are expected to
account for nearly two-thirds of that total, with the two key
markets, Chile and Russia, purchasing the majority of those at
320,000 tonnes. The export market will substantially increase
when Paraguayan meat passes strict European Union health
and sanitary tests that will enable exports to re-enter the huge
trade bloc, after suffering an outbreak of foot and mouth disease in 2011, which closed the market to Paraguayan exporters.
Paraguay’s many other agricultural successes can also easily
be measured. In just under 10 years, it managed to become
the world’s premier exporter of organic sugar and renewable
energy, the second-largest exporter of stevia, with the world’s
third-largest barge fleet, the fourth-largest exporter of soy
and starch, the fifth-largest exporter of chia, the sixth-largest
exporter of corn, the seventh-largest beef exporter and the
10th-largest exporter of wheat. The list is seemingly endless.
Highlighting the power of Paraguay’s agricultural sector, in
2013 the European Union received 39% of its total grain production, according to the Paraguayan Chamber of Exporters
and Traders Grains and Oilseeds (Capeco).
There are huge investments totalling millions of dollars being ploughed into irrigation infrastructure projects throughout the country, with the government subsidising some 50
to 70% of this. This presents an opportunity for up-to-date,
modern irrigation systems, plastic greenhouses, and small ag-
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- INTERVIEW WITH -

Jorge Gattini (JG)
Minister of Agriculture

JG: It has a very strong impact on all the sectors: social,
economic, macro-economic. The sector represents, depending on the year, between 70 and 85% of the total exports and
between 25 and 30% of the gross domestic product. That’s
just primary agriculture. It is much more if you take the
whole agribusiness sector into account, since about 80% is
industrial processing of agricultural produce. The single most
important industry in Paraguay is the beef industry, which
represents about 20% of GDP. It employs about 40% of the
population. And just to have an idea in other sectors, in the
financial sectors from the bank portfolio, about 22% of the
portfolio is in the agribusiness sector.
LE: Paraguay is now the sixth largest exporter of meat in
the world and this year you are trying to reach number
five. What are the factors behind this growth?
JG: The key factors behind this performance are strong
investment in technology, good pastures, good genetics and
good management. We can still do much more; we haven’t even nearly reached the production frontiers. We have
excellent lands in the Chaco area; we have about ten million
hectares to be developed, and these are the richest soils in
Paraguay. We combine technology with the best pastures,
because 90% of our beef is reared just on pasture. We don’t
feed them, there is no feedlot, it is mostly pasture. We are
producing organic beef. The difference is that we don’t have
the certifications yet, but it is natural beef.
We recently exported cattle to Ecuador. We sent an initial
1,000 heifers and this year we will send about 12,000. We are
situated between two of the world’s largest beef producers
Argentina and Brazil, which has the second largest cowherd
in the world, so these achievements show we are becoming
very competitive and there is a strong dynamic in Paraguay’s
beef industry.
LE: What steps are you taking to get international certification for your organic produce?
JG: The Asociación Rural del Paraguay, the ranchers’
association, are working on achieving natural beef certification. In fact, almost everything is natural, we just need the
certification; to have traceability of our cattle and to record
everything. We are the largest organic sugar exporter of the
world. Our organic sugar is used in the best chocolate and
is registered as fair trade and certified organic. We are also
producing sesame and chia and some herbs organically.
We are supporting and promoting the organic production
structure, which consists of small farmers. In this way they
have a competitive advantage to produce organic rather
than as a commodity, because it is easier to control pests and
produce in an organic way in smaller area. We are starting to
produce a biological pest control which is a fungus called Tricolerma and helps us control different diseases in vegetables.
LE: What opportunities would you like to highlight in
Paraguay and what incentives exist?
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JG: In livestock, there is huge potential is to produce poultry,
broiler and pig, because we are the cheapest producers of soybean and corn, and soybean is the best and most used vegetal
protein to produce meat protein. So there a huge potential is
there. You have the lowest input, the lowest price input which
are soybean protein and corn to produce meat. Our greatest
tax incentive is the fact that we have the lowest tax regime in
the region. You only pay 10% value added tax, 10% personal
income tax, and 10% corporate tax. There is no restriction to
buy land here. If you want to open a business, it can be done
in less than one month. So we are ready to receive investment
from overseas.
LE: What measures are you implementing to help smallscale farmers and to improve credit facilities?
JG: I’ll give you an example: stevia is a natural sweetener
that grows naturally in Paraguay and we are a major producer. Many small-scale farmers are involved in the cultivation of
stevia but they need high technology which can be expensive.
We have introduced a new financial system to help them and
about $40 million dollars that we have set aside this year to
subsidise 70% of investment in irrigation and greenhouses.
LE: What impact will this greenhouse program have on
Paraguay’s agricultural production?
JG: It’s amazing the impact it will have, mainly in vegetable
production. Just to have an idea, our average tomato yield
per plant is 2.5 kilograms, but the yield producing under
greenhouses produces 12 kilograms. It helps our economy as
the agronomic and climate conditions are not good during
the summer, production is low, so we have to import a lot and
sometimes the prices are very volatile. We want to establish
at least 5,000 greenhouses and 30,000 irrigated hectares for
small farmers across Paraguay.
LE: What are your key export markets for agriculture
produce and which markets are you targeting to increase
exports?
JG: Our main markets now are in Asia, and the Ministry of
Trade and Industry is working in these markets establishing
trade relations with them. We are also looking for niche markets such as the Jewish market where there is huge demand
for kosher meat. Of course for the booming organic market
we are producing everything from cassava starch to chia,
sesame to sugar, and of course beef.
LE: What will be the star products of Paraguay’s agriculture and agroindustry?
JG: Our main markets now are in Asia, and the Ministry of
Trade and Industry is working in these markets establishing
trade relations with them. We are also looking for niche markets such as the Jewish market where there is huge demand
for kosher meat. Of course for the booming organic market
we are producing everything from cassava starch to chia,
sesame to sugar, and of course beef.
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LE: Could you give us an overview of the economic impact
agriculture has on Paraguay’s economy?

IN -D E P T H
Agriculture: Adding value to exports / Itaipu: Powering Paraguay's expansion

Agriculture: Adding value to exports

SOUTH AMERICA IS FAMOUS for many things, from the help them, and about $40 million has been set aside this year
beaches of Brazil to the prairies of Argentina, to the salt flats to subsidise 70% of investment in irrigation and greenhouses.
of Bolivia to the beef that the entire continent seems to live Stevia could be a future star product because the sweetener is
on. Paraguay is fast becoming the most important provider of now being used in the best-known carbonated drinks; Pepsi
red meat for export throughout the region and to the wider and Coca-Cola. Stevia is a natural herb in Paraguay; we are alworld. And with almost five million hectares available for new ready irrigating it, and producing about six tonnes per hectare
farming, the prospects for the heart of South America’look set of stevia leaf. So there is huge potential.”
The need for diversity does not however mean the councontinue long into the future.
However, as one of the central bases of President Cartes’ try is turning away from its primary export markets of sesame, chia, and of course, Paraguayambitious reforms of the economy
an beef. Gattini explains that the
and the way it is structured, the key
agricultural sector is so important
to the sector’s future success relies
"The key factors behind
to the country that it: “Represents,
on its ability to diversify its offerthis performance are strong
depending on the year, between 70
ing. And to this end, the Ministry
of Agriculture and Livestock, head- investment in technology, good and 85% of the total exports and between 25 and 30% of the gross doed by Minister Jorge Gattini, has
pastures, good genetics and
mestic product. That’s just primary
been looking for ways to add value
good management."
agriculture. It is much more if you
to exports not only in the form of
take the whole agribusiness sector
processing at one of the newly built
into account, since about 80% is infacilities, but also by diversifying the
country’s export markets, as well as in the type and quality of dustrial processing of agricultural produce.
“The key factors behind this performance are strong investproduct that is being exported. Gattini explains that stevia is
an important future crop for Paraguay, which can help propel ment in technology, good pastures, good genetics and good
management. We can still do much more; we haven’t even
the nation upwards in yet another field of agriculture.
“Many small-scale farmers are involved in the cultivation of nearly reached our production limits. We combine technolostevia, but they need high technology, which can be expensive,” gy with the best pastures, because 90% of our beef is reared
Gattini says. “We have introduced a new financial system to purely on pasture.”

"Investors can lock in
electricity contracts with
the certainty that energy
will be available from
a clean and renewable
resource, with competitive
and stable prices.”

© Itaipu Binacional

Itaipu: Powering Paraguay's expansion
Developing technology for the future of renewable
energy supply.
WITH THE ADVENT of new technology improving the ability of farmers to increase yields as well as increasing the number of growing seasons per year, Paraguay needs to power itself
towards the future. Which is where the world’s most successful
renewable hydroelectric power plant, Itaipu, comes into play.
With its capacity of 14,000 MW, the dam provides more than
enough energy to supply the country’s current needs, with excess currently being sold to Brazil, providing the nation’s coffers with vital foreign currency.
James Spalding Hellmers is the Paraguayan General Director of Itaipu Binacional, and all he can see are positives for the
future of Paraguay from the work his company and the dam
carry out. As he explains, “One of the great advantages that
Paraguay has is that 100% of our energy production for ANDE
(the national administrator of electricity) is based on hydropower. We have three hydroelectric dams, Itaipu, Yacyreta and
a smaller dam Acaray, which is owned by ANDE. Yacyreta, is
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jointly owned with Argentina, and Itaipu with Brazil. 50% of
the production of energy of Itaipu and Yacyreta corresponds to
Paraguay, and to give an idea from last year’s production, we
used roughly 25% of the energy produced by Itaipu, and the
remaining 75% was sold to Brazil as per our treaty. This is an
important benefit of Paraguay’s investment climate. Investors
can lock in electricity contracts with the certainty that energy will be available from a clean and renewable resource, with
competitive and stable prices.”
He is also keenly aware that the power generated by the
dams in Paraguay needs the infrastructure to carry it to where
it is needed most, such as the capital, Asunción, and the other
major cities spread throughout the country. Specifically, the
Chaco region needs major work to update the electrical grid,
and to allow the sectors innovators to find new ways to increase exports and profits. And with Itaipu and ANDE working together to find solutions for the electrical grid, investors

© Gentileza Presidencia / Horacio Cartes

© Itaipu Binacional

- JAMES SPALDING HELLMERS General Director of
Itaipu Binancional

from both inside and outside the country are looking towards
the grid as a solid, long term investment.
“In the Chaco region, which is 60% of our territory but
home to only 3% of the population, reaching communities by
traditional transmission lines is a very expensive investment,
but with alternatives energies, such as wind and solar power,
we can install off-grid plants. We are also very involved in the
generation of bio-gas. We are looking at several initiatives and
investments, as pilot programmes in order to show people that
you can invest in clean energy and actually save money in the
process.
“We had a meeting with the president of ANDE and they
have a ten-year plan scheduled to 2023, which earmarks $5
billion worth of investment in different areas, particularly in
distribution and transmission. With the growth of the Paraguayan economy and industrialisation, there is high demand
for the distribution of energy.
We have plenty of available energy but transmission lines
have to be upgraded, so that is where investment is needed.
ANDE is also investigating further investment in hydropower
from different rivers in Paraguay. At Itaipu we are financing a
wind and solar power map in Paraguay so investors know what
will work in each area.”
And with the increase in capacity will come producers’ diversification of both markets and products, which will in turn
feed back into the economy and allow the country to expand
the job market in hard to reach rural areas, another key basis
of the Cartes administration’s package of reforms.
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Paraguay's agricultural sector is diversifying
and modernising.

IN TERVI E W
James Spalding Hellmers - General Director of Itaipu Binacional

- INTERVIEW WITH -

James Spalding Hellmers (JH)
General Director of Itaipu Binacional

JH: In the case of Paraguay, if we look at last year’s statistics, Itaipu covered 79% of the total demand of ANDE, the
state electricity company that buys, transmits and distributes
energy across Paraguay. During peak days it supplies 87% of
the national demand. One of the great advantages that Paraguay has is that 100% of our energy production for ANDE
is based on hydropower. We have three hydroelectric dams,
Itaipu, Yacyreta and a smaller dam Acaray, which is owned by
ANDE. Yacyreta, is jointly owned with Argentina, and Itaipu
with Brazil. 50% of the production of energy of Itaipu and Yacyreta corresponds to Paraguay; and to give you an idea from
last year’s production, we used roughly 25% of the energy
produced by Itaipu, and the remaining 75% was sold to Brazil
as per our treaty.
LE: With a current generating capacity of around 14,000
megawatts, what potential is there to increase the output
over the coming years?
JH: In 1974 when Itaipu was created, it had an initial capacity of 18 turbines producing 12,600 megawatts. In 2006-7
two more turbines were installed raising capacity to today’s
14,000 megawatts. If you look at today’s capacity, the turbines
are producing most of the time above their installed capacity
without any risks, because of important differences between
upstream and downstream on the Parana River. In 2013,
Itaipu broke its own world record in energy production, held
in 2012. In 2014, because of a severe drought that we had
in the region, production dropped about 11%. Beyond the
weather, which is something we can’t control, the efficiency of
Itaipu is top notch and it is one of the most important and efficient hydroelectric dams in the world. We do hold the world
record of amount of energy produced since its creation, with
almost 45% more energy over these past thirty one years,
than the next highest which is the Guri dam in Venezuela.
Itaipu's annual production is equivalent to approximately
500,000 barrels of oil per day, and just last year avoided the
emission of over 55 million tons of CO2.
LE: Itaipu is based in an area of great biodiversity. What
steps are you taking to protect this unique ecosystem and
what challenges do you face?
JH: Over 30 years ago, when Itaipu begun its construction,
there were eight biological reserve zones created. So we
are very involved not only in producing energy, a clean and
renewable energy, but also in taking care of the biodiversity of
the region. In our area of influence – the river and upstream
of Itaipu – we have about 1,500 kilometers of protected
riverbank. The Secretary-General of the United Nations, Ban
Ki-moon, recently visited Paraguay, and at his request we
gave him a special visit to Itaipu, which was of course a great
honor. After being informed of all the activities that we are
implementing at Itaipu he invited my colleague, the Brazilian
General Director, and I to the United Nations’ “Sustainable
Energy for All” conference; where we had the opportunity to
present what Itaipu was doing, not only in energy production,
but, also in areas of environmental responsibility.
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LE: In 2014 314,000 tourists visited Itaipu dam. What
makes the dam such a unique and special tourist attraction?
JH: I think that anybody who has visited Itaipú would say it
is an amazing experience. Just to visit this hydroelectric dam,
that up until the construction of the Three Gorges Dam in
China, was the largest hydroelectric dam in the world. It is really worth visiting, not only once but several times, because of
the innovation, what was achieved in technology in the 80s,
and what it still represents today. For these reasons Itaipu
was named one of the seven modern wonders of the world. At
the same time, beyond the visit of the dam itself, the environmental areas we have, our zoo and museum, and the many
different attractions make it worth visiting.
LE: What initiatives do you have to explore other forms of
renewable energy, particularly, wind and solar energy?
JH: We have different initiatives. We are working through
our technological parks, one in Brazil, and one in Paraguay
called “Parque Tecnológico de Itaipu” and we also have a department of alternative energy. We are not looking at hydropower as the only source of clean or renewable energy, and as
we mentioned at the United Nations conference in New York,
we are promoting investigation in different technologies.
Itaipu is developing different types of batteries and also we
have a department that is involved with electrical mobility, as
a result we have agreements with Fiat, Renault and others;
and we are looking for further agreements in the future to
continue to develop these technologies.
LE: Where would you say investments are needed across
Paraguay’s energy matrix?
JH: We had a meeting with the president of ANDE and they
have a 10-year plan up to 2023 which earmarks $5 billion
dollars of investment in different areas, particularly distribution and transmission. With the growth of the Paraguayan
economy and industrialisation, there is high demand on the
distribution of energy. We have plenty of available energy
but transmission lines have to be upgraded, so that is where
investment is needed. ANDE is also investigating further
investment in hydropower from different rivers in Paraguay.
LE: What are your long-term goals and your vision for the
future of Itaipu?
JH: The vision established by Itaipu is clear. By 2020, Itaipu
Binacional will be consolidated as the best generator of clean
and renewable energy, with the best operative performance
and the best practices of sustainability, in the world, promoting sustainable development and regional integration.
At the same time, Itaipu is very solid financially, which was
confirmed last year when we were awarded an international
rating from Moody's, Standard and Poor's and Fitch’s, which
was our first international credit rating. Itaipu was rated as
investment grade by all three; so that is a very important step
forward in everything that has to do with transparency.
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LE: What contribution has the Itaipu Dam made to Paraguay’s and Brazil’s economy and energy needs?
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CAIASA: Two giants are better than one

CAIASA: Two giants are better than one

RIVALS IN THE PRODUCTION of agricultural products do
not often go into partnership with one another, but CAIASA
is a fine example of businesses working together for their own
benefit and the benefit of the country. CAIASA is a partnership
between two of the biggest rice and soy producers in Paraguay
– so in fact, the world. Louis Dreyfus are global agricultural
commodities traders and processors, whose operations stretch
across the world, where they operate a farm-to-fork value
chain for the benefit of shareholders, and the 500 million people they clothe and feed. Bunge is a global leader in the production, processing and distribution of agricultural products,
seamlessly connecting farmers to families, throughout all regions of the globe.
The two giants are rivals on the field, but in terms of processing power and as their joint venture CAIASA, are a championship winning team. When their state-of-the-art facility
opened in the town of Villeta, a short distance down the River Paraguay from the capital Asunción, the total processing
capacity of the country was boosted by some 40%, showing
the intent of the venture to be able to take the soy production
power of Paraguay to the next level, and for the future growth
expected by the whole industry.

As Diego Puente, CEO of CAIASA explains, “This joint venture has proved to be the right choice for these two companies,
who foresaw Paraguay’s potential and identified the lack of
economic scale as an area to invest in. By investing together
we made our business more sustainable, and at the same time
we set a good example for other companies that may come to
Paraguay and invest, to increase the country’s industrial capacity and enhance its volume and scope.”
The companies’ facilities currently extend over 40 hectares
of a total of 150 hectares of land that the venture has available,
leaving ample room for future expansion of operations. At the
production facility an average of up to 4,500 tonnes of soybean
is milled daily, representing up to 1.5 million tonnes a year,
which equates to the production capacity of 500,000 hec-
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tares of agricultural land. With a storage capacity of 300,000
tonnes of soybean, 100,000 tonnes of soybean meal and
25,000 tonnes of soybean oil, CAIASA is an industry-leading
plant that can help Paraguay become even more important at
the heart of the global agro-industrial supply chain.
The potential of the facility is something that should excite
the Paraguayan agricultural sector, as it shows the possibilities
for the country’s export industries if they continue to follow
the path of diversification and increased value in the production chain that the Cartes government want to see industry
– specifically the agro-industrial sector – take. Gustavo Leite,
Minister of Trade and Industry, explains that with the addition of new technology into the country, there is every chance
that the next new, globally-impacting consumer product could
come from Paraguay. As he says, “There is no doubt that Paraguay could be an industrial platform for almost anything, but
I believe the key issue for Paraguay is inserting innovation into
agri-business and food. If you take one of the most consumed
products in the world – breakfast cereals such as cornflakes,
which were invented in the USA 120 years ago – we need to
be at the forefront of the world’s new food and agro-ecological
patterns. I believe this is where we need to put our focus because there is no limit to what we can achieve.”
The plant has been built to the highest
standards, and future-proofed as much as possible, specifically by the introduction of boilers
that can be run from soy wood chips or hull pellets, meaning they can run the facility on 100%
by-products, lowering the company’s costs, and
reducing their carbon footprint, adding value to
their products whilst creating little or no waste.
And, as would be expected of two of the world’s
biggest agro-industrial producers, the exports
are shipped from the venture’s own port, with
products loaded onto their barges, all identified
by the red, white and blue of the Paraguayan
flag.
The rationale behind the plant is to reduce
transport and shipping costs, as well as streamlining the process of production of increased-value products.
Currently, Paraguay is considered the sixth-largest soybean
producer and the fourth-largest exporter on a global scale,
thanks to a production capacity of 8.2 million tonnes estimated for 2015. Last year brought Paraguay a harvest of between
8.2 and 8.5 million tonnes, according to data from the Paraguayan Chamber of Exporters and Processors of Oilseeds and
Cereals (Cappro). This sector accounts for 99% of the oilseed
crushing and 67% of exports from the complex, which when
taking into account the timeframe of operations for CAIASA,
is a sector leading result. In fact, projections for the next calendar year expect the plant to reach a processing total of around
60% of Paraguay’s soybean production. Puente explains that
thanks to the new capacity the plant provides both com-
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A groundbreaking partnership between two globally important
agro-industrial producers is revolutionising the industry.

© CAIASA

panies will be able to expand their market reach and share,
while bringing vital jobs and investment into Paraguay, and
introducing other South American soy production companies
into the processing chain. But first for the venture is the aim
to dominate the soy business in country even more than they
currently do. As he says, “In the short term our main project is
to increase capacity. In the future, we would also like to receive
soybeans from further up the Paraguay River in Bolivia and
western Brazil and to process them in our factory.
“This country must turn into a regional logistic hub for
grains, soybean oil, and meal. The Government has taken its
first steps to prioritise the agro-industry, and we look forward
to developing a strong state policy to push in that direction
over the coming years. As a country, we have the big challenge
of turning our vegetable protein into meat protein, and becoming a great food supplier to the world.”
Puente concludes, “We have all the conditions to be a worldclass producer of beef, pork, chicken and fish, and investors
can take advantage of such potential, with the additional potential of soybean oil in the production of biodiesel. CAIASA
would be delighted to collaborate and supply protein to local
players, not only to export markets.”

“We have all the conditions to be a
world-class producer of beef, pork,
chicken and fish, and investors can
take advantage of such potential, with
the additional potential of soybean oil
in the production of biodiesel. CAIASA
would be delighted to collaborate and
supply protein to local players, not
only to export markets.”
- DIEGO PUENTES CEO of CAIASA
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Germán Ruiz Aveiro (GA)
President of the Rural Association of Paraguay

GA: In terms of exports livestock production is the second
most important export, just below soybean production, and
above energy production. The sector is growing at an annual
rhythm of between 4.5% - 5%. To give you an idea of growth,
in 2003 Paraguay exported between $S80 and 90 million,
while last year exports in the sector totalled $1.6 billion.
One of the key factors for this growth has been the improvement of health conditions. With healthy and certified livestock we are able to bring our products to the most developed
countries. This allows us to continue to improve our quality
every day and focus on maintaining that positive growth rate
over the next years.
We expect to have around 20 million heads of cattle by
2018-2019, and if we continue to apply progress techniques,
in 12 or 15 years we could even reach 25 million. Paraguay is
currently the 6th largest meat exporter in the world, but we
will soon become the world’s fifth biggest exporter.
In the high Chaco region, new farms are being established
where the land is so fertile that the percentage of calves is extremely high. The land up north is practically fertiliser since
it contains around 60 to 80% phosphorus. This transforms
into amino acids and consequently animals turn out to be
very muscular. They have an outstanding development.
LE: Can you tell us about the association’s role and what
are the strategies you are implementing within the sector?
GA: The Rural Association of Paraguay (ARP) is 130 years
old. In Paraguay we are the only association that speaks out
for the meat industry.
The Paraguayan livestock production sector has been very
significant in different stages of our history. During the Chaco
war in the 1930s, Paraguayans would go out and offer meat
to the 130 thousand soldiers fighting in the Chaco area. With
our meat our men survived and were able to defend our land.
The livestock sector in Paraguay has long attracted people
from all around the world; from Brazil and Argentina, or
Uruguayans who sold their lands and come to the high Chaco
to settle (where a hectare would cost 20 back in that day), and
many others from different international backgrounds.
LE: What opportunities would you like to highlight for investors? Especially in terms of adding value to the sector?
GA: It depends on the size of the investment. With a big investment there is considerable potential in the eastern part of
the Chaco. Land there is more expensive, but the benefits are
rather satisfying. If done properly, in seven or eight years one
should be able to recoup their investment.
LE: Is the quality of Paraguayan meat is sufficiently
acknowledged around the world? And what does the
Association do to spread this message?
GA: Evidently, Paraguayan meat needs a higher level of
international recognition. But we are on working on it. For
example, we have executed an agreement with an NGO from
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the Netherlands called Solidaridad which will be promoting
our natural meat.
The concept of organic meat is very important. We are
carefully complying with all the requirements for our meat to
be qualified as such. Therefore, considering that in supermarkets such as Carrefour France, an entrecote of organic
meat is worth 25% more than an entrecote of regular meat,
we must make an effort to be granted this recognition with a
certificate.
LE: We have seen the export of genetic cattle herds to
Ecuador. What future do you see for the Paraguayan meat
industry?
GA: Certain people believe we are creating more competition by exporting our genetics, but we are not. Ecuador is the
world’s number one exporter of bananas, and has huge industries in cocoa and flowers. Livestock production is an extra. It
will never grow significantly since there is no physical space
for it to do so. Ecuador is a mountainous country and planting bananas and flowers is much more profitable than meat.
We must also take into account that red meat has a component called “serotonin”. It has anti-stress qualities, and is the
same component as in chocolate. That is why there are fewer
suicides in countries with a high intake of red meat than in
countries with a more vegetarian diet. That is why Paraguay is
the happiest country in the world!
There is a feature related to red meat that is on the rise. A
country with increasing purchasing power, a country with an
increasing intake of red meat. They no longer settle for fish,
chicken or pork. Right now even the Chinese are increasing
their intake of red meat by leaps and bounds.
Talking numbers, in China, imports rose to 150 grammes
per inhabitant per year. This translates into an increase of
200,000 tonnes per year. To put it in a context, Paraguay exported almost 400,000 tonnes of red meat last year, that is,
half the Paraguayan export is what the Chinese are growing.
This proves that the demand is constantly growing. Asia, Europe and all around the world.
LE: What future do you see for the livestock production
sector, and what would you like to accomplish during your
term as President?
GA: I have only nine months left as President of the ARP.
During our term here much has been achieved. When we
took over there were many complications, but we managed to
recover many markets that we had lost.
We were listed as a country with no foot and mouth disease
by the OIE, and we opened the market to the European Union. Now we are trying to expand our market to the United
States and China in spite of political problems, we are making
every effort to progress in agreements.
I believe we could provide for the United States’ market in a
year and a half. The thing is to fully comply with the conditions imposed by them. The USA exports 1 million tonnes
and imports 1 million too. This is because their meat is sold
to Asian, but they need to buy one million more to mix it with
their meat.
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- INTERVIEW WITH -

LE: Can you give us an insight of the importance and
contribution the livestock and ranching sector makes to
Paraguay’s economy?

IN -D E P T H
Man and meat in harmony

Man and meat in harmony

Arcadiuš / flickr.com

© Fundación Teletón Paraguay

AS TRADITIONAL COWBOY landscapes go, you can’t get ing the interests of Paraguay and its farmers, and is committed
closer than Paraguay. With green pastures as far as the eye can to sustainable growth in livestock, keeping a close eye on social
see, budding crops and cattle grazing, the stunning country- and environmental responsibilities. This careful and balanced
side air portrays the essence of growth in every respect. Ag- approach means the meat produced – whether bovine or ovine
riculture is to Paraguay what oil is the Middle East: the eco- – will be of the best quality, from animals that have enjoyed a
nomic catalyst that represents around 85% of its exports and healthy and stress-free existence.
Germán Ruiz Aaveiro, president of El Rural, is delighted
employs a huge percentage of the population. Livestock reared
in Paraguay, particularly organic beef, are in huge demand the that sales have grown exponentially over the last 10 years,
and that improved technological and health conditions, as
world over, as the quality is so incredibly high.
Understandably, the country is becoming increasingly com- well as certified livestock, has made the country a paragon of
petitive in this field. Organic beef produce is second nature to meat-producing excellence.
“We expect to have around 20 million head of cattle by 2018
the ranchers and the government is keen to keep it disease-free
or 2019, and if we continue to apand pure. Not for Paraguay are
ply our progress techniques, in 12
the scandals of the meat industry
“Considering that in most
or 15 years we could even reach
that have hit western markets in
European supermarkets, an organic
25 million. Paraguay is currently
recent decades: vCJD, foot and
mouth disease or horse meat lasteak is worth 25% more than a regular the sixth-largest meat exporter in
the world, but we will soon bebelled as beef.
cut, we need to make the effort to
come the world’s fifth-largest,” he
In Paraguay, the ability to
obtain the certificate.”
says. “In the high Chaco region,
trace meat back to the cow is a
new farms are being established
focal point of production and
something that offers a competitive edge. The Rural Assoca- where the land is very fertile and the percentage of calves is
tion of Paraguay (ARP), a ranchers’ guild, is working hard to extremely high. The land in the north contains around 60
achieve natural beef certification. And once reached, the sky to 80% phosphorus, making it naturally self-fertilising. The
will be the limit as the world goes increasingly crazy for tasty, phosphorous transforms into amino acids and consequently
animals feeding on the grass are very muscular, with outstandcarefully-reared wholesome meat.
As Jorge Gattini, Paraguay’s agricultural minister explains, ing physical development.
“We have six million hectares available for growth in that
“We are supporting and promoting the organic production
structure, which is made up of small farmers. Being a small area, in accordance with environmental laws.” The concept of
farm gives them a competitive advantage, because it is easier organic meat is clearly very important to El Rural, and the asto produce organic meat on a small scale. Almost everything is sociation complies carefully with all the requirements for its
natural, we just need the certification, from the traceability of meat to be officially qualified. “Considering that in most European supermarkets, an organic steak is worth 25% more than
our cattle and recording everything.”
The ARP (or El Rúral) has a long and interesting history. a regular cut, we need to make the effort to obtain the certifFor more than 130 years, it has been representing and defend- icate.”
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Ample land, fantastic pasture and a true love
of the product. It must be Paraguayan beef.

photoantenna / flickr.com

The most robust industry
The meat industry is the strongest industry in Paraguay, with 8,000 people
working in more than twenty meat-packing plants. The agricultural leader remains unfazed by the competition, as proved by the association’s decision to export its pure brand of livestock to Ecuador.
“Some people believe we are creating more competition by exporting our genetics, but we are not. Ecuador is the world’s number-one exporter of bananas,
and has huge industries in cocoa and flowers. Livestock production is an extra.
It will never grow significantly since there is no physical space for it to do so.
Ecuador is a mountainous country and planting bananas and flowers is much
more profitable than meat.
“We must also take into account that red meat has a component called serotonin. It has anti-stress qualities, and is the same component as in chocolate. That
is why there are fewer suicides in countries with a high intake of red meat than
in countries with a more vegetarian diet. That is why Paraguay is the happiest
country in the world!
“There is a feature related to red meat that is on the rise. A country with increasing purchasing power becomes a country with an increased consumption of
red meat. The people no longer settle for fish, chicken or pork. Right now even
the Chinese are increasing their intake of red meat by leaps and bounds.
“As for figures, Chinese imports rose to 150 grams per inhabitant per year.
This translates into an increase of 200,000 tons per year. To put that into context, Paraguay exported almost 400,000 tons of red meat last year, which means
half the Paraguayan export is equivalent to the Chinese market.
“This proves that the demand is constantly growing, in Asia, Europe and all
around the world. Meat is an essential component on any shopping list. Certainly, there are enough markets for our production and I personally look forward to
what the future holds.”
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Mauricio, Fernando & Javier Stadecker - Owners & Managing Directors of Arasy Organica

- INTERVIEW WITH -

Mauricio, Fernando & Javier
Stadecker (MFJ)
Owners & Managing Directors of Arasy Organica

MFJ: We work with small-scale producers, which generates
a high social impact because we are working with more than
35,000 producers and their families, so there are about
150,000 people that indirectly depend on us. With these
producers we work on the production of sesame, cotton,
beans, coconut and chia.
It is very difficult not to have genetically modified products
in large-scale farming, but it is feasible in the case of family
agriculture and we found a growing niche in this. This year
we even obtained certification for kosher products for the
Jewish market.
LE: What certification do you have for your produce to be
able to penetrate developed markets such as Europe?
MFJ: We have received the necessary organic certifications to
enter the German market for example including the Naturland certification requested to guarantee the organic quality
of the products. We are also focusing on obtaining the kosher
certificate, and we are transforming one of our plants to make
it more eco-friendly.
We also have the HSCT and the GNT, which is the first
stage of food safety certification. In a year we will conclude
the second phase which is to receive the ISO-22000 food
safety certification, and others requested especially by the
U.S. market.
LE: What are your key markets for export today and
which markets are you looking to penetrate?
MFJ: Asia is 80% of our market. Our largest sesame buyer is
Asia, more specifically Japan while our main buyer of organic
products is Europe, and our main buyer of industrialised
products is the United States.
Our export markets are diversified. For the non-organic, conventional chia obtained with traditional agriculture
methods our main market is the USA. On the other hand, for
organic chia our main market is Europe, which means that
we have a main market for every different product. Asian
countries represent our largest buyers of cotton, and regarding beans it’s the United States.
We aim for the US market because of the requirements they
set out; their requirements are extremely detailed in order
to be certified as an environment-friendly product. What we
believe is that if we invest in these requirements, this could
open up the export of products of certified quality to the
world.
LE: Where do you see growth opportunities for Arasy
Organica?

We used to envision that Paraguay’s potential was between
$200 and $400 million in cotton, but then the French said
that Paraguay’s potential in cotton is a billion dollars. That
is the potential at a country level, but in order to reach it,
investments of $300 million are necessary in the field. We
are diversifying today; we are betting on industrialising given
products and believing in our produce. That is what characterises us.

The key is to do things with love.
Paraguay has many deficiencies
in financing or technology,
therefore, in order to offer a
good product, it is necessary not
only to have the best, but also
to make things with love and
dedication.

LE: How much do you produce every year and what turnover does this generate?
MFJ: Last year we had a turnover in sesame of about $30
million. This year we will be closer to $25-27 million because
of the drop in the price of the raw material. However, we will
increase the volume by approximately 50% and the turnover
will grow and result in better net margins.
With chia seeds, our turnover is about $15 million, and with
cotton we are close to $10 million. However, we believe that
we have much more potential with cotton: if everything goes
right, we will be reaching $40 million in turnover in cotton
over the next five years. It means that we will grow by four
times.
LE: What is the key to your success and what has driven
you to become the business you are today?
MFJ: The key is to do things with love. Paraguay has many
deficiencies in financing or technology, therefore, in order to
offer a good product, it is necessary not only to have the best,
but also to make things with love and dedication. We have a
firm structure of a team who believe in us; we love what we
do, we believe in what we do and we want to keep growing.
That is our main strategy in order to get into the market.
We are looking forward to conquering the American market
and the European market as well. We will become the largest
organic single-origin sesame supplier worldwide.

MFJ: We are now making a large investment with a French
company in cotton. We are working on a project that will
grow to include 100 mechanised acres in the coming years,
with an investment of $30 million. For this project we are
planning to mechanise approximately 45,000 acres, employing some 20,000 producers. Our goal is to create 5,000 jobs
so it is a very ambitious project.
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LE: Could you give us an overview of Arasy Orgánica?
What are your main activities?

IN -D E P T H
Organically cultivating relationships

Giving small scale, local farmers access to markets,
Arasy are the leaders in socially responsible agriculture.

© Amadeo Velázquez

IN THE MODERN fast-tracked profit-driven business environment, the idea of cooperatives is often seen as quaint; an
old-fashioned trading system by which people buy and sell
goods for mutual benefit. In many communities across the
world, however, cooperatives are model systems, bringing together non-profit community organisations and businesses,
owned and managed by the people who use their services or by
the people who operate them.
In Paraguay, one organisation stands out as a beacon in
this field. Arasy Orgánica – Arasy means mother of creation
in Guarani, the native language of indigenous Paraguayans
– reaps huge rewards for local farmers. During peak season,
the high-profile agribusiness cooperative exports 80% of its
health products to no less than 20 destinations in the US,
European Union, Japan, Korea and Mexico. Superior quality
Arasy-stamped produce, such as sesame, organic soya, kidney
beans, herbs, spices and organic fertilisers, are enjoyed by the
most discerning palates.
Putting paid to any notion that cooperatives are simple operations, Arasy is proud to have the most cutting-edge technology at its disposal. Its staff are also highly trained and highly
motivated, embracing the company’s mission to improve the
local environment and quality of life. The excellent partnership between growers, processors and distributors has also
acted as a catalyst for good business practice, inspiring ideas and providing services and products that focus on clients’
needs.
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Confident production
Arasy now works with partners from all over the world; clients
who are investing in Paraguay, and is encouraging Paraguayan
families to maximise the use of their lands.
“We are diversifying today; betting on industrialising products and believing in our produce. That is what characterises
us,” says Javier.
The company is delighted to have received the necessary
organic certifications to enter markets such as Germany, with
the Naturland certification needed to guarantee the organic quality of the products. It is also committed to obtaining
the kosher certificate, and is transforming one of its plants to
make it more eco-friendly.
“We have the HSCT and the GNT, which is the first stage of
food safety certification. In a year we will conclude the second
phase which is to receive the ISO-22000 food safety certification, and others requested specifically by the US market,”
Mauricio says. “Asia is 80% of our market. Our largest sesame
buyers are Japan and Asia, while our main buyer of organic
products is Europe, and our main buyer of industrialised products is the United States. Our export markets are diversified.
“For the non-organic, conventional chia obtained with traditional agriculture methods our main market is the USA. On
the other hand, for organic chia our main market is Europe,
which means that we have a main market for every different
product. Asian countries represent our largest buyers of cotton, and for beans, it’s the United States.

“We aim at the US market because
of the requirements they set; their
requirements for produce to be certified
as environment-friendly are very
high, and we believe that if we invest in
fulfilling these requirements, it could
open up the export of certified-quality
products to the world.”

IRRI Photos / flickr.com
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Organically cultivating relationships

Set up in 2003 by brothers Mauricio, Fernando and Javier
Stadecker, with help from the Inter-American Development
Bank (IDB) and US AID, as a sesame producer, Arasy Organica has grown from having just 500 producers in the fold to
over 35,000. This impressive figure looks set to continue into
the future, and as Arasy expands, the agriculture sector is becoming increasingly unified, which will lead to more improvements in the sector’s productivity.
“Social development is very important to us,” says director
Mauricio. “We are investing heavily in small-scale producers,
so our growers can improve their standard of living and improve the quality of what they offer, in order for us to distribute
organic products around the world.
“It is very difficult not to have genetically modified products
in large-scale farming, but it is feasible in the case of family
agriculture and we found a growing niche there. This year, we
even obtained certification for kosher products for the Jewish
market.”
As part of a distinct diversification drive, Arasy is going
back to Paraguay’s agricultural roots and expanding into
cotton production. “We are currently making a large investment with a French company in cotton, and we are working
on a project that will grow in the coming years to include 100
mechanised acres, with an investment of $30 million,” says director Fernando.
“Until about 20 years ago cotton was Paraguay´s most important product, but the sector went into free-fall. We saw a
chance with cotton; it is a commodity that is easy to sell, and
using our experience working with soy and corn, it has become a good business. As part of this project we are planning
to mechanise approximately 45,000 acres, employing some
20,000 producers. Our goal is to create 5,000 jobs, so it is a
very big and ambitious effort.
“We used to envision that Paraguay’s potential was between
$200 and $400 million in cotton, but our French partners
claimed that it was a billion dollars. That is the potential at a
national level, but in order to reach that, we will need to make
investments of $300 million. If everything goes according to
plan, Arasy could be enjoying $40 million in turnover in cotton over the next five years – four times what the crop generates today.”

IN -D E P T H
Diego Puente - CEO of CAIASA

LE: How significant was CAIASA’s inauguration in 2013
for Paraguay’s agro-industrial development?

on barges with the Paraguayan flag that belongs to the partners as well, to take down to the River Plate for export.

DP: For its size and efficiency, CAIASA changes the way
investors look at the capacity and potential of Paraguay’s agribusiness. When we started operating, the effect we had was to
increase the soybean crushing capacity almost by 40%. CAIASA is capable to process nearly 18% of the country’s total
soybean output, so we have completely changed how people
see Paraguay’s soybean industrial capabilities. Paraguay has
changed from being an exporter of soybeans in their natural
state, to an industrial player, exporting soybean oil and meal.

LE: In what ways are you looking to expand and how will
you be investing in your facilities?

- INTERVIEW WITH -

CEO of CAIASA

LE: CAIASA is a joint venture by Bunge and Louis
Dreyfus, how did the idea come about?
DP: In fact this is the first time that Louis Dreyfus and Bunge
have had a partnership together. The two companies came
together to take advantage of the opportunity to add value on
a different economic scale, not only in terms of the production of soybean oil and meal, but also in terms of logistics; we
store and transport almost all the partner´s products. This
partnership, however, has the peculiarity that, even though
both companies are partners in the industrial level, they
remain competitors in terms of the production of the raw
material.
This Joint Venture has proven to be the right choice for
these two companies who foresaw Paraguay’s potential and
identified the lack of economic scale as an area to invest in.
By investing together we made our business more sustainable and, at the same time, we set a good example for other
companies that may come to Paraguay and invest to increase
the country’s industrial capacity and enhance more volume
and scale.
LE: Could you give us an idea of the size of CAIASA’s
operations today?
DP: CAIASA is the biggest and most modern soybean crushing plant in Paraguay today, and one of the most important
on a global scale. The plant has required investments of $200
million USD up until today.
This state-of-the-art plant has the capability to dry, store
and ship soybean grain, hull, meal, and oil. Last year almost
1.4 million tonnes of soybean passed through our facilities, of
which 1 million were processed here at our plant and exported as oil and meal.
Our facilities extend over 40 hectares of a total of 150 hectares of land that we have available, leaving plenty of space
for future growth. It is strategically located just to the south
of Asunción on the banks of the Paraguay River. On average,
4,500 tonnes of soybean are being crushed daily, up to 1.5
million tonnes in a year, which represents the production
of 500 thousand hectares approximately. We have a storage
capacity of 300,000 tonnes of soybean, 100,000 tonnes of
soybean meal and 25,000 tonnes of soybean oil.
Our boiler is ecologically friendly, using wood chips or hull
pellets from the soybeans for fuel. Indeed, we are producing
our own energy for vapour production; we could run the factory’s vapour demands 100% on sub-products of the soybean.
Exports are shipped from our own port; products are loaded
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DP: We have projects to expand our capacity in order to
export as many industrialised soybean products as possible.
Paraguay still exports natural unprocessed soybeans, but our
objective is to reach the stage where we export only industrialised products. In addition, there are unexploited areas of
biofuels and oleo chemicals, which could be interesting in the
mid-term.
LE: In 2014/15 Paraguay produced some 8 million tonnes
of soybean, down from 9.3 million the year before. How
do you envisage production evolving over the coming
years?
DP: We believe production will continue to rise; perhaps not
as much as in previous years, but some projects in the Chaco
region will boost production. We are also very dependent on
the weather, which, of course, causes fluctuations in production levels. These past few years have been very good in terms
of weather, but we are aware it is cyclical so we will have some
less productive harvests in the future that we just have to
accept and be prepared for.
LE: What are your key markets for export and how do you
handle your logistics?
DP: We export all over the world, particularly to markets
in Asia and Europe. Our partners have a logistics hub near
Rosario in Argentina where we ship our exports by barge
convoys down the Paraguay and Parana Rivers. From there
our products are being exported in transatlantic vessels
across the world.
LE: What opportunities do you see for investors in the
sector and to partner with CAIASA?
DP: As a country, we have the big challenge to turn our
vegetable protein into meat protein, and become a great
food supplier to the world. We have all the conditions to be a
world-class producer of beef, pork, chicken and fish; and investors can take advantage of such potential bearing in mind
the potential to use soybean oil to produce biodiesel. CAIASA
would be pleased to collaborate and supply its protein to local
players, not only to export markets.
LE: What are your projects for the future of CAIASA in
Paraguay?
DP: In the short-term our main project is to increase capacity. In the future, we would also like to receive soybeans from
up the Paraguay River in Bolivia and western Brazil and to
process it through our factory. This country must turn into
a regional logistic hub for grains, soybean oil, and meal. The
Government has taken its first steps to prioritize the agro-industry, and we look forward to having a strong State Policy
driving in that direction over the following years.
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Diego Puente (DP)
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of the total, and Americans in third, with 19,204, followed by
14,606 Uruguayans, 14,403 Chileans, 11,740 Spaniards and
9,862 Germans. One of the major aims for the Cartes government is to increase the number of overnight and long-stay
tourists, as their contribution to the national economy far exceeds day-trippers’ expenditure, with the figures from 2009 of
some $5.8 per visitor per day, against $219 per tourist per day.
The efforts of the government to prompt these short-stay
visitors to stay longer has a central focus, which is to link some
of the highlights of the country to more established routes,
such as Rio – Sao Paulo – Iguazu – Asunción – Buenos Aires.
Plans are also underway to promote the Jesuit Missions, a UNESCO world heritage site, as a place that offers insight into the
country and its exciting mixture of cultures and races, and also
as one of the most accessible world heritage sites in the region.
The government programme for developing the country’s
tourist offerings focuses on nine tourism regions, highlighting
the variety of natural beauty the country has to offer for travellers. The central area of Chaco has nature, adventure, and
river tourism, all based around the high quality of the region’s
natural resources; and Lake Yguazú, where the cultural tourism on offer is rooted in the Guaraní world, offering a rich,
vibrant culture that can still be fully experienced. Both regions
are capable of attracting the tourist market characterised by
longer stays and greater spending, and they include unique
attractions that can shape the country’s tourism identity and
be easily incorporated into existing regional tourism routes.
In these two tourism regions, three innovative projects have
been selected: from the Guaraní World Experiential Circuit,
the Great American Chaco Interpretive Centre, and the River
Station in the Bay of Asunción.
These projects focus on creating life experiences that connect the traveller with local tradition and culture, while developing the unique characteristics that can set apart the country’s tourist agenda from regional competition. Stated demand
preferences suggest that all three projects are highly capable of
attracting international demand and generating nearly 40% of
the potential inbound target tourism.

A world inside the heart
of South America
© Amadeo Velázquez

PARAGUAY IS NOT the first or even second choice on many travellers’ itineraries when they think of South America, which is a regretful oversight. Although
Paraguay somewhat lacks the blockbuster attractions that can be found in other
regional tourist hotspots, what it misses in tropical beaches and ancient monuments it more than makes up for with its offerings in the rural, cultural and natural sectors of tourism, and through the reliable hospitality of the local people.
From the unique culture resulting from the mix of the indigenous Guaraní
people and the Spanish settlers of the past, to the unspoiled beauty of the Chaco region, Paraguay is a place to visit to step back in time, slow down the pace
of travel, and enjoy the unforgettable hospitality of the locals. Who could turn
down the opportunity to join a local family at their house for a delicious asado –
a barbecue with plenty of the famous Paraguayan beef and beer – or being taken
to a photography exhibition by a local art aficionado, or indeed joining a family
on a trip to their home village? All these experiences and more are part of the
welcoming, hospitable package that Paraguay offers the intrepid traveller willing
to stray from the beaten track.
Opportunities for different types of tourism abound in Paraguay, and range
from agriculture and ranching tourism on one of the many farms that occupy
huge swaths of the country, to large areas of forest, filled with flora and fauna
individual to each region that will appeal to nature tourists. With the promotion
of historical, adventure, eco, arts and culture, and foodie tourism all high on the
government’s agenda, the offerings of Paraguay are becoming more substantial
with each passing season.
The central area is verdant, hilly, and has the characteristically red soil prevalent throughout the country, while the south is flatter and home to multiple
wetlands, streams and marshes, with the north being more mountainous, with
many waterfalls. The Chaco region in the west is arid and barren, with a unique
array of plants and animals, and is one of the most spectacular areas to visit in
South America for its natural and unspoiled beauty.
In 2014 the arrival of foreign visitors to Paraguay increased by 6.4%, well
above the world average growth rate of 5%, which in turn generated around
$283 million revenue for the country, from the entry of 648,962 tourists and 2.8
million visitors (day-trippers or short-stay corporate visitors who either do not
stay in the country overnight, or only stay a night or two). Argentinians were the
biggest group of tourists by nationality, totalling 308,367, which represents over
50% arrivals, with Brazilians in second place with 183,127, representing 30%
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TOURISM
BY NUMBERS

THE DIRECT
CONTRIBUTION OF
TRAVEL & TOURISM

1.5%

($408 MILLION)
OF TOTAL GDP IN 2014

and is forecast to rise by
2.5% in 2015, and to rise by
3.5% pa, from 2015-2025,
to $562 million in 2025.

TRAVEL & TOURISM
DIRECTLY SUPPORTED

1.3%

(39,500 JOBS)
OF TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT IN 2014

This is expected to rise by
1.1% in 2015 and rise by 1.9%
pa to 48,000 jobs in 2025.

VISITOR EXPORTS
GENERATED IN 2014

2.0%

OF TOTAL EXPORTS

This is forecast to fall by
1.8% in 2015, and grow by
3.3% pa, from 2015-2025,
to $369 million in 2025.
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A world inside the heart of South America
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Paraguay: You have to feel it
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Open, friendly and welcoming, Paraguay is fast becoming
a tourism destination in its own right.

© Amadeo Velázquez

PARAGUAY IS AN EXCEPTIONAL place for both casual and
committed visitors. With a relatively small landmass compared to the rest of the region, yet comparable to Germany
in total size, and with a remarkably small population of just 7
million, the country is quite a conundrum. One of the reasons
for the distinctly low population in Paraguay comes from the
disastrous War of the Triple Alliance, fought between Paraguay and the allied countries of Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay, with Paraguay as the initial aggressor, over six years from
1864-1870.
However, the problems of the past do not tell the story of
modern Paraguay, a country of contrasts, alternating between
fast-paced city life in Asunción and Ciudad del Este; sweltering heat in the Chaco, rich in fertile soil for agriculture yet extremely under-populated, creating bountiful ground for native
animal species to thrive in semi-harmony with the Mennonites population; and the reflective peace of the Jesuit Missions,
monuments built in the south east to the drive and hard work
of the missionaries who fought to give the Guarani people a
better chance in life during their 150 years in the country.
The Jesuit ruins of Tavarangue and the Holy Trinity of
Paraná, located in the Itapúa region, remain prime examples
to this day of the differing nature of Spanish imperialism in
the region, from the initial conquest of territory, to conformity,
and ending in many cases in full integration.
These mission sites, founded in 1609, are some of the
most impressive buildings remaining, and highlight the way
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are building a different image of Paraguay today around the
development of tourism, and we are actively promoting ourselves internationally to attract a greater number of tourists.
“We show the Jesuit Routes as one of our key attractions,
and promote various rural establishments through our Posadas Turísticas programme, as well as gastronomic routes.
Posadas Turísticas is currently very successful, particularly
among German travellers.”
The Jesuit missionaries attempted to create a nation state
from the local Guarani population under the harsh conditions
of disease and famine that affected all societies in the 16th century, yet almost more remarkable are the attempts in the early
20th century to repopulate the huge swath of land in the west,
known as the Chaco.
The Mennonites of Europe, a Protestant religious group
from the 16th- century school of Anabaptism, and one of the
most unlikely groups of colonists, arrived in the Chaco. Mennonites live a simple, honest life, in imitation of early Christians, so in effect they are agrarian and pacifist. However, because of their convictions, and the fact they refused to assume
public office or serve in the armed forces of their countries of
origin, they were viewed as subversive, and harshly persecuted
by authorities.
This state-led persecution meant that several times in the
history of the denomination, whole populations emigrated to
new pastures: in the 17th and 18th centuries some settled in
Pennsylvania, United States, and others in Russia. From 1920
some communities began to take root in Latin America, specifically in Mexico, Paraguay, Bolivia and Argentina, fleeing
both the world wars that decimated Europe and the Stalinist
persecution of their faith.
Mennonites first arrived in Paraguay in 1928, after the Paraguayan government granted them permission to colonise territories in the Chaco region. Even though the Mennonites believed they had reached the Promised Land, the life they found
there was hard and unforgiving. The scarcity of water and the
above-45°C temperatures in summer eventually earned the
Chaco the name of Green Hell. And although the Chaco occupies some 60% of Paraguayan territory, the first settlers to
arrive found less than 1,000 Indians living there.
The heartbeat of the Chaco is Filadelfia, the capital of the
Boquerón province, about five hours northwest of Paraguay’s
capital, Asunción, and lying just off the Trans-Chaco Highway
as it heads toward Santa Cruz, Bolivia. The town of 10,000
was founded in the 1930s by Russian Mennonites of Germanic
descent who emigrated from the former Soviet Union to avoid
persecution under Stalinism. Mennonite influence dominates
the town with the prevalence of Plattdeutsch, a Low German
dialect heard permeating the atmosphere, and its blonde,
blue-eyed residents, in sharp contrast to the local population
of the area, with the smell of delicious German cuisine and
pastries to be found everywhere.
As Marcela Bacigalupo explains, the geography of Paraguay
has brought about the current division of land, with the agricultural lands split between the rich, fertile soils of the Chaco,
perfect for raising cattle and other livestock and agricultural
produce, and the lower lands to the east, better suited to agriculture.
“In terms of where to visit, the Paraguay River divides us
into two regions, so I would recommend visiting both. To the
west of the river, I suggest visiting the Paraguayan Chaco. This

© SENATUR

The Beauty
of Paraguay
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in which the settlers wanted to convert the natives into productive members of society, through the ideals of hard work, a
self-supporting community, and a self-sufficient society.
The Jesuit missions were small communities that were primarily inhabited by the indigenous population and a small
number of missionaries, who were given education in politics,
culture, education, and social development, and vitally for the
success of the missions, agriculture and the skills needed to
become farmers to work the land. The traces of this unique religious socio-economic organisation, which lasted from 1609
to 1768, can be found in the missions in Argentina and Itapúa
in Paraguay, alongside the Tebicuary and Parana Rivers.
These utopian models of coexistence between the colonisers, missionaries, and Guarani Indians, and the significant
presence of Guarani culture in contemporary Paraguay, is
largely due to the respectful relationship and the hybridisation
between locals and colonialists, as promoted by the Jesuits
during this period.
Marcela Bacigalupo, Minister of SENATUR, explains that
the Paraguayan people and government are rightly proud of
their history, which the country struggled to maintain during
the fractured 19th century, to develop into its modern form. A
further source of pride is the exemplary condition of the Jesuit ruins of Paraguay, meaning more of the world can come to
the country to experience the Jesuit effort in building a nation
and a society that Paraguay, Brazil and Argentina underwent
in the past.
“We are establishing thematic routes, such as the Jesuit Route, which includes two UNESCO World Heritage sites
among the Jesuit missions here in Paraguay, as one of our
strengths. For tourists who are interested in history, Paraguay
was the site where the Spanish conquest of the region began;
it was also the place of the first Jesuit conquest in America. We
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part of the country has a wide variety of birds and animals and
is famous for its mineral-rich land. The land in the Chaco contains salt and therefore creates ideal conditions for livestock,
which is why we have such exceptional meat, because the meat
absorbs the flavour of the salt.”
However, there is so much more to the communities than
simply farming. They are located in some of the most spectacular landscape of Paraguay, with the peanut, sesame, and
sorghum fields that surround Filadelfia attracting a vast range
of wildlife and birds, bringing people from all over the world
both for the sport of pigeon shooting, and to enjoy nature and
view the native birds in their natural habitat. Other visitors
come on photographic safaris to see endangered wildlife and
the jaguars, pumas and ocelots that abound throughout the
region.
Palm trees and lapachos ( jacaranda trees) are the most
common native flora of the region. The flowers of different
lapachos bloom at different times of the year in bright yellow,
orange, or lavender, and are said to glow in the sunlight. The
Mennonite ranches (estancias), with grazing cattle and fields
of crops, cover the area, and are a constant reminder of the
work the community put in to create the modern agricultural
landscape.
As Bacigalupo says, what Paraguay has to offer the tourist
is not what they will find in other South American nations: “In
our country there are no mountains, snow or beaches, but we
are a territory naturally irrigated by abundant rivers that are
perfect for fluvial tourism. Nature is Paraguay’s star attraction,
with great potential, but we must remember that our tourism
is neither conventional nor traditional.”
Paraguay is often overshadowed by its neighbours Argentina and Brazil, where the beaches and mountains offer more
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LE: Speaking of star dishes, what are the unmissable options at Tierra Colorada?

- INTERVIEW WITH -

Rodolfo
Angenscheidt (RA)
Owner of La Tierra Colorada
LE: Tell us about your career as a chef and what inspired
you to follow this path?
RA: Since I was little I enjoyed being in the kitchen. My parents inspired me, especially my father who was a lover of gastronomy. He used to travel to Europe and when he returned, he
would cook all these culinary delights he had tried in France,
Italy, London, etc.
I used to go to school from eight in the morning until four
in the afternoon, and I would take my lunch in one of those
lunchboxes. In the morning the food would still look nice but
by midday it would be moist and disgusting. It was a mess. So
when I got home I would make myself a snack with whatever I
could find in the fridge. Leftovers from lunch or whatever, and
yes, I would always improvise something in the pan.
Besides, my mother had a boutique here in Paraguay, and one
day she came with a French magazine. I read an article about
the opening of a school of gastronomy in France. I decided
to go, even though I couldn’t speak a word of French. I lived
there a year and a half and I learned so much, but obviously
there was much more to learn yet. I must say that what I never
lacked was passion.
LE: What is the idea behind Tierra Colorada? How is it
different from others?

RA: The Mbejú is definitely a must and so is the ceviche (it is
made with surubi and fresh salmon that we bring from Chile
every week) which is served with a truffle sauce. As a second
dish, a classic is the lamb from the Chaco region cooked for 16
hours. This type of vacuum cooking is ideal so the lamb won’t
boil (because it does not touch the water, or the oil, or the oven
directly), but it is hermetically cooked in its own juice. This
is how we obtain a very particular texture and flavour. This is
served with arroz quesú (a typical Paraguayan side dish of rice
and cheese).
Ossobuco is the cow’s leg. That is also one of our specialties,
which is cooked with a vacuum technique for 24 hours. It has
a unique texture; you can eat it with a spoon. “Asado a la olla”
is also a very typical dish in Paraguayan homes, and in Tierra
Colorada it is obviously part of the specialties. In general,
people cook it for 2 hours at home. However, we cook it for 48
hours at 30 degrees. This combination of time and temperature is just right not to lose their colour, flavour or texture.
LE: What ingredients and characteristics are typical of
Paraguayan cuisine?
RA: Mandioca (cassava), mandioca starch, corn, corn flour,
cheese, eggs and obviously meat have purely Guaraní origins. We could also add pepper, chili, potatoes, passion fruit,
spectacular oranges, good tomatoes, melon, avocados, etc. But
mandioca is the 90% essential ingredient.
LE: Many of the ingredients you mention are very heavy
for Paraguay’s hot climate. Do you still use them no matter
what season?
RA: Yes. We always have the typical Paraguayan ingredients on
our kitchen table. To make sure we have the best products, we
buy from small-scale producers. Since they don’t produce on
a large-scale, they can observe every detail in their cultivation
such as how much shade they get during hot weather and this
special treatment translates into great products and flavours
on our clients’ dishes.
LE: Do you believe that Paraguayan gastronomy is sufficiently recognised around the world?
RA: In my opinion, not yet, we need more exposure abroad.
We need more internal projects, such as more national chef
championships to discover new talents and get people motivated. We should also create a more united association among
chefs, in order to set clear goals for the next five or ten years.
LE: What is the future of Paraguayan gastronomy?

RA: Tierra Colorada means red soil, which was what this street
was made of in the 80s. The name of this street is Santísima
Trinidad and it is no longer made of soil, it is made of asphalt, but it has this restaurant now. Tierra Colorada aims to
provide an experience of Paraguayan gastronomy. Although
my technique is French, the flavours we want to transmit are
Paraguayan. We are committed to making the best out of each
traditional dish and even indigenous dishes.

RA: I see a very bright future because the market is still very
new in all senses, but only in these last years has our country
experienced international recognition, due to its low taxes, the
huge infrastructure projects being developed and the excellent
hotel chains opening. I believe Paraguay will have its opportunity to shine just like the rest of the countries in Latin America.
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common attractions. A challenging element of developing the
tourist sector in Paraguay is the distinct lack of infrastructure
that means Paraguay is often overlooked as a travel destination. However, in many ways, Paraguay is the ideal South
American destination for nature tourists and environmentally
conscious travellers. A constantly expanding system of national parks and other protected wild areas shows growing efforts
in nature conservation.
Paraguay contains a diverse collection of landscapes, with
many major South American eco-regions represented within
its borders, from the expansive Gran Chaco, a semi-arid dry
forest in the north and palm savannahs in the south, which
covers the western half of the country, while lush forests,
hills, streams, and wide rivers characterise eastern Paraguay.
Throughout the country, there are opportunities for nature-oriented sightseeing in places that have not yet experienced an
eco-tourism boom. The Chaco region harbours approximately
2,000 species of plants, 500 of birds, 150 of mammals, 120 of
reptiles, and 100 of amphibians. Its salt marshes provide an
important habitat for migratory birds like geese, storks, and
flamingos.
The Río Negro National Park is a unique place; a transition zone between the Humid Chaco and the wetlands of the
Pantanal. Protecting more than 120,000 hectares of land, the
park is a major research destination for biologists, and also
has lodgings for tourists, highlighting the easy nature of Paraguay’s tourism for the casual visitor.
The Mbaracayú Forest Nature Reserve is a privately owned
park that protects some 64,000 hectares (150,000 acres) of
forest in eastern Paraguay. The agriculture and timber industries have damaged the native Atlantic forest that once covered more than half of eastern Paraguay, which prompted
the formation of Mbaracayú. The reserve is managed by the
Moises Bertoni Foundation, and is home to unique tree and
fern species, as well as birds and endangered mammals such
as tapirs, wolves, jaguars, bush dogs and monkeys. The park
is also at the centre of a grassroots conservation movement,
with ongoing efforts to educate people who live in or near the
reserve about conservation and sustainable business practices. Beekeeping and organic gardening have been introduced
into local communities to replace subsistence practices such
as hunting and slash-and-burn farming.
The task for both the Paraguayan people and the government is to open the world’s eyes to the beauty and uniqueness
the country has to offer. From the Jesuits to the Mennonites,
and the splendid flora and fauna that large numbers of tourists can visit, the scope for expansion is huge. And with the
government working fully to improve the legislative environment as well as actively seeking further investment into the
sector, Paraguay will climb the must-see lists of many leisure
and business travellers in the region.
“I want to work on quality in the hospitality sector and improve training in our human resources. We need to achieve a
formalisation of the sector that will lead to an improvement in
quality. I would like to fulfil our goals in areas of development
and international promotion, using our thematic routes to increase the number of tourists and finally to see the positive
effect that these policies are having on our country’s development,” concludes Bacigalupo.

- RESTAURANTS & HOTELS -

- NATURE TRIPS -

Where to eat &
where to stay

Paraguay's eight
natural paradises

La Tierra Colorada provides an experience of the highest form of
Paraguayan gastronomy. The patron, Rodolfo Angenscheidt, is a
classically trained French chef, and the flavours he transmits are
Paraguayan through and through. Tierra Colorada is committed
to making the best out of each traditional dish by using the
highest quality local products, and even go as far as to create new,
indigenous classics. On the menu Mbejú, 16-hour slow cooked
lamb from Chaco, Osso buco, Asado a la olla and much more
await you, along with a wine list containing gems from around
the world.
Av. Santísima Trinidad 784,
Asunción, Paraguay, +595 21 663 335
www.tierracoloradagastro.com

RESTAURANTE BAR
SAN ROQUE

EL BOLSI

MBURICAO
RESTAURANT

CIERVO BL ANCO

SINCE 1900 (making it the
oldest restaurant in the country)
San Roque has been serving
quality food with excellent
service at some of the best prices
in the city. The menu features
traditional, generous meat-based
dishes, such as puchero (boiled
beef ), and fried yucca root, a
common Paraguayan vegetable,
is likely to be served on every
plate in some shape or form.

BOLSI has been a fixture on
the Asunción dining scene its
doors opened in 1960, serving
simple fare to amaze the taste
buds. House specialities include
the surubi fish with parsley and
coconut milk, and the chicken
in aroma of the forest sauce.
Bolsi has seen generation after
generation of faithful customers
come in and become regulars,
a traditional that looks set to
continue into the future.

MBURICAO is a place where
French and Italian cuisines meet
Paraguayan flavours, smells and
textures. Dishes such as chicken
and lemonade risotto, or lamb
payagua bring out the subtleties
of local ingredients in a most
sophisticated manner. And not
only is the food and atmosphere
inviting, so is the décor, with
works by Koki Ruiz hanging
throughout the space.

THE CIERVO BLANCO serves
top class food with local folk
music and dance shows, a truly
one of a kind venue in Paraguay.
The performance spectaculars
that welcome international and
local stars might be the first
thing that captures the patrons’
attention, but equally dazzling
are the grilled meats and fish
served in a traditional style.

Eligio Ayala 792, Asunción,
Paraguay, +595 21 446 015

L A MISIÓN
With its 36 beautifully appointed
rooms, La Misión is the most
individual boutique hotel in
Asunción. Every room comes
with spectacular views of the
city, leaving you to enjoy the
local ‘barrio’ with all its quaint
splendour and style. The hotel
itself boasts a rooftop garden,
and on the ground floor, a brief
historical look at old Paraguay,
for guests to feel more in touch
with their temporary ‘home’.
Dr Juan Eulogio Estigarribia,
Asunción, Paraguay,
+595 21 610 519
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Estrella 399, Asunción, Paraguay,
+595 21 491 841

HOTEL GUARANÍ
ESPLENDOR

Prof. Antonio Riobó 737, Asunción,
Paraguay, +595 21 660 048

APART HOTEL
BOUTIQUE VILL A
FLOREAL

Located in downtown Asunción,
the outstanding architecture
of the Hotel Guaraní has been
completely renovated, rescuing
the original history and mystique
of this emblematic building. Its
rooms have been decorated in
an avant-garde style to provide
the maximum level of comfort
to our guests. The Restaurant &
Bar "Yasyreta" offers the ideal
atmosphere that combines
imagination and pleasure for the
senses. A must stay.

Villa Floreal has absolute
commitment to providing
quality service with excellence,
taking care of every detail and
surpassing all expectations
of the even the most welltravelled visitor. The luxurious
hotel grounds guarantee an
unforgettable stay for both the
tourist and the executive. Guests
will find an oasis of relaxation in
Villa Floreal, even at the centre
of the ever-expanding Asunción.

Independencia Nacional, Asunción,
Paraguay, +595 21 452 099 190

Cruz del Chaco 5160, Asunción,
Paraguay, +595 21 608 522

THE DUNES OF SAN
COSME AND DAMIAN
The journey to the famous
dunes of San Cosme and
Damian makes a fabulous trip.
These mountains of sand, over
30m high, are the remnants
of Mount Ybycuí, right in the
centre of Lake Yacyreta which
is formed by the waters of the
Parana River.
The lake can be reached on
foot in about an hour, and
there is a boat to cross to the
island. The immensity of the
island of white sand conjures
up a desert, surrounded by a
crystalline lake where you can
see the fish swimming around.

Aviadores Del Chaco 2066,
Asunción, Paraguay,
+ 595 21 617 7000

CAMPO MARIA SALT
L AGOONS (CHACO)

LEAP CRYSTAL: YBYCUÍ

SHERATON
ASUNCIÓN HOTEL
© SENATUR

THE MONDAY PARK
Monday Municipal Park and
its main attraction, the Saltos
del Monday, are located in the
district of Presidente Franco
in Alto Parana in Paraguay, occupying an area of 9 hectares.
Alongside the power plant and
the binational Itaipu hydroelectric complexes, Saltos del
Monday is one of Paraguay’s
main attractions.

All come from the Pilcomayo
River and form the South
Riacho Yakaré and a series of
lagoons, which when filled by
heavy rains carry their waters
to the Rio Paraguay.

© SENATUR
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Ciervo Blanco, José Asunción Flores
3870, Asunción, Paraguay,
+595 21 214 504

Surrounded by gardens and
trees, and near the expanding
business and financial district,
and within walking distance
of Guazu Park. The unique
Museum of Ethical Arts is also
close by, and the artisan's city
of Luque, downtown, and Silvio
Pettirossi International Airport
are just 10 minutes away by car.
The beautiful Iguazu Falls are
a short 45-minute flight from
Asunción.

El Salto Monday makes a
remarkable natural spectacle,
and boasts a history that goes
back to pre-Hispanic Guarani
culture.
The falls are over 40m high,
and made up of three main
and several small cascades,
near the source of the Monday
River, a major tributary on the
right bank of the Parana River.

C U LT U R A L G U I D E

L A TIERRA COLORADA

This community is a pleasant
break only 120km from the
epicentre of domestic tourism.
The Ybycuí National Park has
only 28km of paved roads. The
5,190-hectare park has hills,
beautiful clear streams and
breathtaking waterfalls amidst
the thick vegetation and
stacked-stone walls.
The most popular attraction
are the Salto Minas falls, which
feature a series of natural
pools, waterfalls and the main
cascade of about 12m high.

Reaching the Campo Maria
Salt Lagoon means venturing
into the ecosystem and pure
nature of the Paraguayan
Chaco, with beautiful natural
scenery for bird and animal
watching right from the start
of the unforgettable tour.
The Lagunas Saladas de
Campo Maria are in an official
private reserve of about 4,500
hectares dedicated to the
conservation of nature, belonging to the Chortizer Komitee
Cooperative.
Located 480 km from
Asunción, at Estancia Campo
Maria, the area of about 9,155
hectares is located in the north
of the Presidente Hayes region
(South Central Chaco), in the
western region of the country
and north of the Verde River.
The Salt Lakes include an
entire ecosystem called Yakaré
South, made up of several
lagoons: Laguna Curacau, Isal
Poí Laguna, Laguna Captain,
Laguna Leon, Laguna Ganso,
Laguna Campo Maria, Laguna
Flamenco or Chaco Lodge and
Laguna Rojas Silva.

© SENATUR

L AGUNA BL ANCA,
SAN PEDRO
Laguna Blanca is ecological
and tourist site comprised of
an agricultural and livestock
establishment for tourists with
a lake formed on calcareous
sand.
The waters are so clear that
its fish and plant life can be
plainly seen even at a depth of
7m. The lake covers about 147
hectares, and is considered by
specialists as the only natural
lake in the country, due to its
thermal stratification, its depth
of over 7m and its own sources.
Its waters are crystal clear
and its beaches made of white
sand. It is in San Pedro, in
the district of Santa Rosa del
Aguaray, about 28km east
of the city of Santa Rosa del
Aguaray.
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THE PARAGUAYAN
MARSHL AND:
FUERTE OLIMPO
Paraguay’s marshland area is
the largest wetland system in
the world, and stretches into
part of Brazil and Bolivia.
It is a huge inland delta where
waters rise and recede annually by several meters to flood a
huge area and create a natural
haven for birds, fish, amphibians, reptiles and mammals,
and an environment of great
beauty.

unique environment is home
to many unusual and possibly
unique inhabitants.

CAVE KURURU KUA:
AMAMBAY
In 2007 a cave was discovered
hidden amongst the lush vegetation, revealing a beautiful
watery scene and a unique
natural landscape.
Called Kururu Kua, or Toads
Nest, the site is located on
private land n Bella Vista
Norte, in Rinconada, Amambay, 57km from the centre of
Bella Vista.
The site includes underwater tunnels and caves of
extraordinary dimensions, and
fossils can be found that may
be thousands of years old. It
can also be assumed that its

Rinconada colony. The waters
of the lake are a clear green,
and its depths are unknown.
Locals have measured it to
more than a depth of 100m,
and it is about 100m in
diameter with natural flow all
through the seasons.
According to geologists and
specialists, the lake would have
originated over 250 million
years BC, and is inhabited by
many varieties of fish, and
until recently by the now rare
Yacaré Morotí (white crocodile).
The perfect destination for
nature enthusiasts, and highly
exciting with its variety of
wildlife, idyllic scenery and
photographic opportunities.

© Itaipu Binacional

L AKE OJO DEL MAR:
NORTH BELL A VISTA,
AMAMBAY
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The area covers approximately 150,000 square km in
March on the Upper Paraguay
River, and its environmental
circumstances are considered
one of the most interesting
parts of America.
River tourism is growing
in Paraguay, with luxury
cruises and ships travelling the
Paraguay river, through the
marshlands and swamps of
great natural interest.

The mysterious Ojo del Mar
lake is the result of volcanic
eruption, surrounded by subtropical vegetation and located
about 50km from the city of
Bella Vista and 120km from
Pedro Juan Caballero on the

USEFUL NUMBERS
- HELPFUL HINTS -

SOME GUIDANCE FOR YOUR VISIT TO PARAGUAY
SUMMERS, from November
to March, can be extremely hot
so be prepared. Remember to
stay hydrated and organise your
meetings and days precisely.

PARAGUAY is bi-lingual and
most Paraguayans speak Spanish
as well as Guarani. You can also
hear 'Jopara', a creole mix of the
two, out on the streets.

PARAGUAYANS are early
risers, so don't be surprised to
see many offices and businesses
open by 8 am.

PEOPLE in Paraguay love tea,
and drink copious amounts of
'terere', a bitter version served
with ice cold water. 'Cocido', a
smokey local brew, is also very
popular.

GETTING around is easy using
the local taxis, however, they add
a 30% surcharge after 10pm.
Public transport is cheap, but in
need of an upgrade.

ASUNCIÓN is one of the
safest capital cities in South
America, and it is relatively safe
to walk around even at night.

THERE ARE plentiful ATMs
throughout all major cities, although rural areas are not as well
serviced. Most carry US Dollars
and local currency.

GETTING a SIM card is easy,
with four major providers - Tigo,
Claro, Personal and VOX although the coverage and 3G
connection can be erratic.

ASUNCIÓN has two main areas for nightlife - downtown for
the more alternative scene, and
upmarket Villa Morra for more
refined tastes.
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SENATUR
(National Tourism Agency)
+595 0800 113030
POLICE
911
FIRE DEPARTMENT
132
AMBULANCE
141

EMBASSIES
UNITED KINGDOM
Avda. Mcal. López, 3794
+595 21 328 5507
UNITED STATES
Avda. Mcal. López, 1776
+595 21 213 715
JAPAN
Avda. Mcal. López, 2364
+595 21 604 616
GERMANY
Avda. Venezuela, 241
+595 21 214 009
RUSSIA
Avda. Dr. Felipe Molas
López 689
+595 21 623 733/4
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